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....._:".'. A major objective of this program (Task II of Contract NAS3-II157) was
to design a 1500 ft/sec tip speed stage capable of using the same. rotor an¢[
", consequently having weight flow, total-pressure ratio and stall margin at
., each tip speed that were nearly the same as the 14011 ft/sec tip speed stage
tested in Task I. In.-addition, the Task II Stage was intended to operate at
and above 1500 ft/sec tip speed with efficiency levels higher than could be
achieved by the 1400 ft/sec design tip speed. Task I Stage. Analysis of test
results indicated that the high-speed efficiency objectives had been attained;
the Task.ll Stage had higher efficiency than the Task I stage above a tip
_, speed of approximately 14.50 ft/sec. It was also determined that, although
the Task I Stage had somewhat greater stall margin, both rotors reached
essentially equal levels of tip static-pressure-rise coefficient at stalli'.:._:...i._..
• . . ...
. i.:.i:ii.i: Results from tests with undistorted inlet flow of the 1500 f_/sec tip
. ......;_.:..i'._ speed compressor were compared to design intent in order to determine the
. ":3' .._,•
....._ • adequacy of the methods used in the design of this high speed fan. The design
.:_." ':"_" value of stage total-pressure ratio of 1.66 was achieved at a weight flow
../i.i':!.!Zi'ili:ili'iii•i within 1% of the design flow, 226 Ib/sec. The flow, however, was less than
:_i_.:_.!iiiljli.. design intent in the rotor tip region because too low a suction surface
i_!_:7!"":_ incidence angle had been specified. The inlet guide vanes and stators
_!;'ii"._i' performed, nearly as estimated during design calculations, and neither vane
.::_:_:_i:i_-!i_ii_i
.-.,_...:._:.. row _as =esponsible for any limitations in flow or unstalled weight flow
range. Overall stage peak adiabatic e_ficiency was approximately 0_840,
_.::_.:._ compared to a design value of 0.854, and the stall-ma_gin at the* design
_'_-"": point was 14%. Analytical results on rotor tip shock structure, deviation
angles and part-span shroud losses were also obtained.
....
..•:. An additional major objective of Task II of this program_was to develop
. a variable-camber inlet guide vane and a variable-stagger stator which would
•::__._i'_ allow the stage to operate at 54% weight flow at 70% corrected speed with
(_'_•/_.:'i_ adequate stall margin and at high efficiency. Operation at this weight flow
was not possible at 70% speed without the use of the variable-geometry
,.::_.:-._ blading, but the 70% corrected speed performance objectives were met by use
.ii_......:!%.:!: of a 40° adjustment in inlet guide vane setting. An analysis to match a
i., /Z:..ii!:i_/):.!) i_'_.ili'.!i hypothetical second stage at 70% design speed to the Task II stage with• : undistorted inlet flow showed that the operating weight flow range (corrected
-7"._. to the IGV-inlet conditions) of the hypothetical two-stage fan increased 44%
""":"":_: and 54% with IGV/Stator schedules of 20°/4 ° and 40°/8 ° respectively, as
compared with the 0°/0 ° schedule. The variable geometry inlet guide vanes
could be operated over a wide range of flow turning angles with a small
increase in loss level over expectations from fixed camber, variable stagger
inlet guide vanes of the same solidity. The added flexibility of operation
made possible by use of the variable-camber blading was due to the ability
to alter the f!ow-speed and pressure ratio-speed characteristics of the
compressor. Guide vane adjustment, however, had little effect on the stalling
....• pressure ratio-flow relationship. Guide vanes and stator losses were acceptably
• .. .
...' ;,..'
•" '.'7.:"":.'
•.. ,:, •
low over wide ranges of setting angle and Mach number. A stage characteristic
type of analysis was demonstrated to be capable of unifying the performance
data obtained at various speeds and guide vane settings.
A final major objective of this program was to evaluate the effect of
inlet flow distortions on stage per_or.mance and the effect of the vamiable-
camber blading on distortion tolerance. A tip radial inlet flow distortion
resulted in reductions in stage efficiency and stall margin that were more
severe than those produced by a 90° one-per-rev circumler+ential distortion.
Rotor tip aerc_ynamic loading at stall with radial distortion was approximately
the same as that reached at stall with undistorted inlet flow. Distortion
attenuation at the stage exit was better with. radial distortion than wit_
circumferential distortion; in the latter case attenuation was hampered at
the hub because of a severe flow separation in the stator.
The effect of each type of inlet distortion on stall limits was less
severe when the compressor was operated with an inlet guide vane setting of
40°. Use of the varible-camber blading, however, did not result in significant
improvement in the ability to attenuate circumferential inlet flow distortions.
As in the case o_ undistorted inlet flow operation, the main advantage
of the-varible-camber blading was the ability to alter the flow-speed and
pressure ra_io-speed characteristics of this stage. With radial distortion,
a 40° inlet guide vane setting also had the advan=age of allowing a higher
st_lling total-lzressure ratio to be achieved at a given flow than was possible
wl_n no guide vane adjustment.
,
II. INTRODUCTION
High tip speed fan and compressor stages are used in virtually all advanced
aircraft engines. These stages, m_st operate efficiently and stably not only
at their design condition but also at part speed and with severe inlet flow
distortions. The Task II of this contract was intended to investigate the
efficiency and stall margin potential of a 1500 ft/sec tip speed stage, to
develop design methods and criteria for stages of this type, to evaluate the
effectiveness of variable-camber inlet guide vanes and stators in improving
part-speed efficiency and weight flow range and to determine the effect of
inlet flow distortions on stage performance plus the effect of the variable-
camber blading on distortion tolerance.
The design of the Task II rotor was strongly influenced by the design
and performance of the 1400 ft/sec tip speed NASA Rotor IB (References 1-3),
that was also tested in a compressor stage under Task I of this program
(References 4 and 5). It was intended that the Task II rotor should have
approximately the same weight flow and total-pressure ratio versus tip
speed characteristics as Rotor _B so that both stages could use the same "
stator _anes and test vehicle. Since Rotor IB had a rapidly dropping
efficiency level above its design tip speed of 1400 ft/sec, it was believed
that by designing the Task II rotor, with blades specifically selected for its
highem tip speed, it would be possible to operate at and above 1500 ft/sec tip
speed with a higher efficiency than could he attained by Rotor IB im this
speed range. Accordingly, the Task LI rotor was designed with somewhat
higher tip solidity, lower camber and with smaller throat areas than Rotor lB.
It was believed that using the common flowpath contours and aspect ratio
would not compromise the performance of the Task II Stage. Additional details
of the Task II rotor design are given in Reference 5 along with information
on the design of the variable-stagger stator and variable-camber inlet
guide vane.
In _rder to evaluate the effect of the variable-camber blading on off-
design performance, a typical high Mach number cruise condition was selected
as an objective operating point based on experience from several advanced
engine systems under develop_,ent for use in high Mach number aircraft. This
experience indicated that the compressors of such engines typically operated i
at cruise at approximately 70 percent of their take-off corrected speed and
54 percent of take-off corrected weight flow. Rotor IB could only be
throttled to 54.5 percent of design weight flow at 70 percent design speed
without stalling. By analogy then, it was anticipated that to operate at this
cruising condition with adequate stall margin, it would be necessary to have •
a variable-camber blading for this new stage. Determining the influence of
the variable-camber blading on stage performance with both undistorted
and distorted inlet flows, and on the capability of matching a hypothetical
Second Stage to the Task II Stage at off-design speeds were additional
objectlve_ of the program.
t
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References 7 and 8 present detailed data obtained.with the Task II Stage
with undistorted inlet flows and distorted inlet flows, r_spectively. This
final report summarizes the analytical and experimental results of the Task II
program with specific reference to the design and off-design performance
objectives.
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.." III. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
iii_
I_ TEST COMPRESSOR STAGE
a. INLET GUIDE VANE
The variable-camber IGV was designed to produce.no turning of the flow
at the i00 percent speed, i00 percent flow design point. At the 70 percent
speed, 54 percent flow cruise condition, it was designed to impart up to
45 degree_ of swirl to the flow at all radii. The design leading edge blade
angle was 0 degrees at all conditions and the trailing edge blade angle could
be varied from 0 degrees to 45 degrees. The discharge air angle could thus
be varied withou_ incurring excessive losses from high incidence angles. There
were 24 inlet guide vanes, approximately half the number-of stator vanes (46).
:_' With 24 IGV's, the stator exit wake rakes, which spanned two stator passages,
also spanned approximately one IGV passage. Thus, the total pressure losses
i"i.
contributed by the IGV and stator wakes were measured in the proper proportion
by the stage discharge instrumentation.
. Figures i (a) and i (b) show pictures of IGV at zero degrees (nominal)
• and + 40 degrees respectively. The IGV airfoil sections were made geometrically
similar at all radii by scaling a single master section. This master section
was derived from an airfoil having an uncambered meanline with a NACA 65-008
thickness distribution scaled up to a maximum thickness/chord _atio of i0
percent. Leading and trailing edge thicknesses ol the 65-series airfoil were
1.0 percent and 1.5 percent of chord respectively. The nose and flap sections
_:_ were formed by dividing the 65-series airfoil into two parts. Contours
•i_!!il around the rear part of the nose and the leading edge of the flap were chosen
•_•• so that an aerodynamic slot would be formed when the vane was in a cambered
configuration. The nose section moved circumferentially maintaining axial ._
_: orientation when the rear flap was rotated to vary the trailing edge angle.
i/ Figure i (c) indicates the way in which the two parts of the guide vane were
aligned in the uncambered position at the design point and in a cambered
position at 30 degrees turning. Tables I and II list some of the IGV design
parameters. Further _etails of aerodynamic design._nd actuation mechanism ".
are discussed in Reference 6.
b. ROTOR
The 1500 f_/sec tip speed, 0.5 hub:tip radius ratio rotor consisted of
44 blades designed with fully arbitrary blade sections selected in order to
better control throat areas and suction surface Math numbers. The design
point rotor inlet specific weight flow was 41.62 ibs/sec-ft 2 of annulus area
and the relative inlet Mach number at the tip was 1.526 with zero inlet guide
vane turning. Tip diffusion factor at design point was 0.368 with a tip
solidity of 1.40. Chord length was varied slightly, increasing from hub to
tip. A part-span shroud was used at approximately 63 percent span from the i
hub to insure aeromechanical stability. Table I contains some of the rotor
design and performance specifications. Table III (a) gives the design values
7
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general, the design stream-surfaces were different fram the blade elemeng data
measurement sections and, hence, the hladlng geometry parameters on the blade
element data sections are presented in Table IV. Design values of incidence
angle, deviation angle, diffusion factor, and loss coefficient on the blade-
element data sections are shown along witb_ re_pective test data in the section
on Results and Discussions. The principal conspicuous features of the new
blading compared to the Task I rotor were higher solidity, some negative
camber in the tip region to produce external compression, somewhat smaller
throat areas and increased camber in the hub region.
!
A view of a portion of the assembled rotor appears in Figure 2. After
manufacture, the blading was inspected by means of contour layouts at several
sections and it was Judged that the blading was adequate to achieve design intent ..............
c. STATOR
Design specifications for the stator vanes are contained in Tables III (b),
and IV. The stator consisted of 46 vanes and was deslgned-with vamiable-setting-
... angle, capability. Mechanical limits of 15 degrees open to 20 degrees closed were
provided. At the nominal_design point setting, zero degrees, the exit air flow
was designed_,to be axial_- The outer half of the vane was made up of double-
circular-ar= airlloils. An arbitrary airfoil section we& employed for the hub
to obtain suction surface Mach numbers which were lower than those prx_ducechby
a double-circular-arc hub section.. The sections hetween_ the arbitrary hub and
. double-circular-arc pitch were selected to fo=m a smooth_transition. The design
_; stator inlet Mach number was 0.61 at the tip, 0.66 at the pitch, and 0.77 at the
: hub. Figure 3 shows a picture of a typical stator vane. Additional design d.etails
:.i./:i<_
IIL:I are contained in Reference 6.
The stator blading was also inspected by means of contour layouts at several
" sections and was judged adequate to achieve design intent. Comparisons between
.... the measured profiles and design intent are presented in Reference 4.
.......::_
i"i/" 2. TEST FACILITY I
I
• i', Performance tests of this stage were conducted in General Electric's
House Compressor Test Facility at Lynn, Massachusetts. This facility, is an i
open cycle type with atmospheric inlet and discharge. A diagram and descrip-
tion of this test facility are contained in Reference 7.
3. INLET DISTORTION EQUIPMENT
The Task II inlet distortion screens were the same as those used in the
Task I distortion testing performed under NASA Contract NAS3-II157 and reported
in Reference 4. Both radial and circumferential distortions were tested.
The radial distortion screen for Task II, shown in Figure 4, covered the outer
40% of the annulus area, while the circumferential screen, shown in Figure 5,
spanned a 90° arc from hub to tip. Both screens were made of 20-mesh 0.016-
..:
inch diameter wire, giving a screen open area of 0.46. The screen material
was selected to give a distortion parameter, (Pmax - Pmin)/Pmax ' equal to
0.20 with a design flow of 226 ibs/sec at 100% design speed.
.
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The support screen, which spanned the entire annulus and to which tahe
dlstortion, screens were attached, was designed.to be rotated 360 a past the
instr_n_ntation for the circumferential inlet distortion testing. The support
screen material-was one-inch-square mesh with 0.093-inch diameter wire, and
gave an open ar_ea of 83.4%. The support screen was deslgned to separate
into halves to facilitate installation.
The distortion screens were located one rotor diameter forward of the
rotor leading edge, and were mounted in a cylindrical section approximately
one-rotor diameter long which was inserted into the test vehicle only during
distortion testing.
4. INSTRUMENTATION
A listing of major fixed and traverse instruments provided for the differ-
ent phases of testing is given in Table V. The locations of these instruments
and of the hub and casing static taps are shown in the instrumentation
schematics, Figures 6 and 7. References 7 and 8 contain descriptions of
the instrumentation arrangement used in each test configuration as well_as
pho_ographs of the instruments used.
Overall performance data were calculated from fluid properties measured
by fixed instruments at inlet and exit measuring stations. In general,
measurements were obtained at seven-radial immersions chosen to correspond
to 5, i0, 30, 50, 70, 90 and 95 percent of annulus height from the tip at
the rotor exit plane, 1.51. Immersions at each other instrumentation plane
upstream and downstream of plane 1.51 were established to correspond to the
radial locations at which design streamlines that passed through the selected
immersions at plane 1.51 intersected the instrumentation plane. Blade element
data were obtained from traverse probes at the respective indicated locations. {
During undistorted inlet flow shakedown testing only, a 14-element IGV wake
rake was installed at each of the seven radial immersions to measure the pressure --
behind the IGV. The IGV loss coefficients obtained from these measurements '
were subsequently used in the rest of the program. During distortion testing
only, the inlet total pressure aft of the distomtion screen was obtained by two
7-element total-pressure distortion rakes located at Plane 0.18. For circum-
ferential distortion testing, traverse data were recorded at the 10%, 50%,
and 90% immersions by the 4-parameter probes instead of at the usual seven
immersions. During allstall tests, three hot wire anemometers were used
behind the rotor at 10%, 50%, and 90% immersions to de_ect the initiation of
stall and the radial extent of stall cells.
Ten high-frequency-response static pressure sensing elements were located
on the casing over the rotor tip to obtain data on pressure profiles and 'i"
shock structure at the rotor tip. Two of these were located forward of the
rotor leading edge and one aft of the trailing edge. The output signals from
the ten transducers were displayed on two oscilloscopes. The oscilloscope
traces were timed to record the static pressure history for four blade passages;
the sweep rate superimposed the second pair of passages over the first pair.
The reference static pressure level for each sensor was obtained from a casing
static pressure tap located at the same axial position.
7
5-. DATA REDUCTION
Three separate computer-pr_grm_s were use& to reduce the test data. The
Overall Performance Data Rrogram computed average fluid properties at each
measurin_ station_from da_a measured by fixed instruments an& calculated, overall
stage and rotor performance parameters such as total-pressure ratio and adiabatic
efficiency. The Blade Element Data Program calculated vector diagram and blade
element performance parameters for seven streamline sections. This program
reduced data from both fixed and traversing instruments. These two compute_
programs were used primarily to reduce data obtained during undistorted and
radial inlet flow distortion testing. A special Circumferential Distortion
Data Program was used to calculate vector diagram data at numerous circum-
ferential, radial and axial locations during circumferential inlet flow
distortion testing. This data reduction computer program also calculated
overall performance data from average fluid properties determined by
special, circumferential/radial mass-averaging methods. Input data were
obtained from both fixed and traverse instruments at twelve different circum-
ferential positions of the,distortion screen.- Additional details of. these
three data reduction-methods used may be found in References 7 and 8.
In order to examine the staaic pressure profiles over the blade tins, to
s_u&y the shock structure and starting, the static pressure versus time data
from_the-photographs of the-oscilloscope traces were input to another data
reduction _omputer program_ This program produced plots showing two adjacent
rotor blade tip sections; super/mposed upon this plot were data.points repre-
:: senting the physlcaLlocations at which integer levels of static pressure .
occurred. Contours of constant static pressure were drawn in on these plots
i!_ in order to reveal the rotor tip shock structure and other features of the
flow relative to the rotor blades in the tip region. Plots of this type were
produced for a number of high-speed operating conditions for the Task II Stage
with the inlet guide vane in the design, zero-swirl, position with undistcrted
inlet. Detailed interpretation of these plots are presented in the section on
' Results and Discussions.
6. TEST PROCEDURE
A shakedown test was conducted in the initial phase of the testing with
undistorted inlet flow during which the IGV wake losses for three principal
IGK setting angles were determined at seven immersions with the IGV wake rakes
immersed in the airstream. The optimum design and off-design IGV/Stator vane
schedules were also chosen during this phase of the testing. This was followed
by undistorted inlet flow performance testing during which blade element and
overall performance d_ta were obtained at 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, I00%_ and
110% speeds at the three IGV/Stator schedules of 0°/0 °, 20°/4 °, and 40°/8 °.
Testing with radial and circumferential inlet flow distortion was performed at
70%, 90% and 100% speeds at nominal (0°/0 °) and 40°/8 ° IGV/Stator schedules.
During radial distortion testing at nominal vane schedule, blade element
traverses were performed at 100% speed at both maximum weight flow and
near stalling flow and at 70% speed at an intermediate flow condition. For
the 40°/8 ° IGV/Stator schedule, blade element data were obtained at 70% speed
at maximum flow and near stalling flow and at_100%_speed at an intermediate
•i_•" flow condition. During circumferential distortion flow testing, detailed
::!i.lj" radial and circumferential_flow sur_eys were made in_addition to overall per-formance tests.. These surveys were performed using the distor_iorL screen_ i
,ii.:!;.: rotation capahili:_y and the combination_traverse probes. Scr.een rotation tests
_?.. were performed at flow conditions similar to those used_for the radial
distortion blade element traverses. F-or each operating condition, aL.aach of
twelve circumferential distortion screen positions spaced every 30°, over.all
performance data were recorded and. traverse data were obtained at immersion
positions of ]0%, 50%, and 90%. At each screen-posltion, following the
traverse, test, the probes were retracted out of the airstre_n and overall
performance data were recorded.
_, The Task II Stage was tested without the IGV as part of Task _V tests
with-solid casing and a blade angle slot casing treatment configuration.
:... The results of these tests have been reported in detail in Reference 9.
,, The cylindrical section and support screen used for mounting the distortion
':.:.. screens were retained during the undistorted flow testing in Task IV.
,#..•.
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IV. RESULYS AND DISCUSSION
,:"' i. ANALYSIS O_PERFORMANCE AT-NOMINAL VANE SCHEDULE WITH UNDISTORTED
INLET FLOW
Testing with undistorted inlet flow for the Task II Stage was conducted . .
during the shakedown tests and undistorted inlet flow performance tests. A
complete listing of all the measured and calculated overall performance and
blade element parameters from these tests is presented in Reference 7.
The following sections present a discussion of the results.
a. EVALUATION OF ROTOR AND STAGE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
The development of an efficient 1500 ft/sec tip speed rotor for use in
a high speed fan stage with vamiable-camber inlet guide vanes was a major goal
of the Task II program. It is, therefore, appropriate to evaluate the per-
" ii.• formance of the stage and of the rotor, on an absolute basis and in comparison
with -design intent.
The performance map for the entire Task II stage (.inlet guide vanes_
rotor and stator) is presented in Figure 8 for testing with the design geome-
tny: the zero-swirl inlet_guide vane setting and the nominal stator setting.
F At the test point closest to the 100% speed design roto_ total pressure ratLo
of 1.686, the stage pressuraratio was 1.670, the corrected weight flow was
224.3 ibs/sec, 0_75% below the design value of_226.0 ibs/sec, and the stage
efficiency was 0.838. Performance of the rotor alone is presented as Figure 9. •
_i AL the same test point closest to design, the rotor adiabatic efficiency was -
0.869, 0.014 below the design expectation of 0.883 (performance of the Task I •
z rotor is given as background for _igure 9; the comparison will be discussed
i_ in a later section), ihe performance wi_h respect to both weight flow and
efficiencj: _as-gratifyingly close to _he design expectation; the design
expectation, of course, does nct represent an upper limit to performance
levels desired from future development.
ii Examination of radial profiles of significant thermodynamic and aero-
•.... dynamic parameters at test points near design can measure conformity with
design intent and provide clues to possible improv___ents. Radial profiles of
measured rotor total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio at the test
point closest to design and at the 100% speed test point nearest stall are
presented as Figure I0. Reading numbers refer to tabulated data presented in
References 7 and 8_ At the particular test point chosen to match design
pressure ratio, the work input (as measured by the temperature) in the hub
region conforms to the design intent. A small excess of work input over the
design in the tip region was produced. The profiles for the test point
near stall show that the blading does have substantial excess capability over
the design point requirement at all radii. Interpretation of the temperature
_ and pressure profiles is presented in the form of efficiency as Figure ii and
as loss coefficient as Figure 12. Also included for comparison in Figure ii ,
are data from the Task IV tests using the Task II Stage without inlet guide
vanes. Data from two comparable sets of readings from Task II and Task IV
tests are presented. It is apparent from these data that the presence of
IGV's had very little effect on rotor efficiency, indicating that the IGV:_.;,."
losses had been properly accounted for. This is also borne out from Figure 13
which presents the perforalance maps for the Task II Stage between rotor inlet
' and stator exit and for the Task IV Stage. It appears from Figure 12 that
higher than expected losses were generated in the tip region and in the hub
region. The design curve has no allowance for spreading of the wake from the
mid-span shroud, which may well account for the higher level of measured loss
in this region. Loss levels substantially higher than design expectation in
both tip and hub regions would appear to be fruitful areas for subsequent
development. Radial profiles of rotor diffusion factors are presented as
Figure-14. This figure shows that the blading was capable of produc_.ng the
design loading and substantially more. The profile of rotor relative deviation
angle, shown as Figure 15, indicates that the blading was more than able to
satisfy the design vector _Jiagrams. In fact, these profiles suggest that at
those radil--where supersonic loading is the primary component, a significant
' adjustment should be made to Carter's Rule for predicting deviation angles.
The relative leaving angles can be close to the trailing edge metal angle when
.... the relative leaving velocity is close to sonic.
,:'
Some illumination on the small deficiency in measured weight flow below
:i_:/! the _esign is given by Figures 1.6, 17, and 18. In Figure 16 the measured
:: static pressure profile just upstream of the rotor is compared with the design
.i intent; stagnation pressure variation is a negligible (0.002) factor in the
dynamic pressure profile. This figure includes data taken from the testing
w_ithout inlet guide vanes reported in Reference 9 as well as the earlier data
_ from the complete stage test. The difference between the tests with and without
IGV's is considered to be within experimental resolution. The high level of1.7
<; static pressure in the rotor tip region suggests that the velocity level is
r _ low there and that this region is the source of the flow deficiency. Figure 16
67_ implies that the dynamic pressure for Reading 139 ahead of the rotor tip was
, about 5 percent below the design intent, and the dynamic pressure in the hub '
region equalled the design intent. Thus the entire flow deficiency appeared
L7 to be localized in the tip region. The impact of the low flow level in the
+:. tip region on the blading is a high incidence angle; the actual incidence angle
_:_ distribution is presented in Figure 18 including comparison with the design
' intent.
The flow induction capacity of a supersonic cascade like the rotor tip
sections depends upon interaction of the contributing effects of the suction
surface shape in the leading edge region, the cascade passage inlet area, and
the passage throat area. The flow induction surface sets an upper limit to the
flow that can be sucked through the compressor. For each design, and for-each
speed for a given design, there is a minimum throat area which will pass the
limit flow. Establishment of an oblique shock pattern at the leading edge ..
implies that the throat area is large enough to pass the limit flow correspond-
ing to the induction surface. On the other hand, a normal shock pattern, at or
in front of the passage inlet suggests that the throat area is setting a flow
limit below the limit set by the induction surface.
ii
Contrary to previous practice, passage throat areas for the Task II
...... rotor had deliberately been set small in the tip re_ion in an effort to
encourage some isentropic supersonic compression ore attempting supersonic-
subsonic transition. Passage inlet areas had nou ._ceived direct attention,
and the resulting cascade passage had a substantial convergence. More recent _
experience has suggested that the ratio of inlet to throat area may be an
import=hi design parameter. If the throat area is too small, or if the inlet
area is too large in relation to the throat, it is expected that the flow in
the cascade passage will be subsonic, after a strong normal shock standing
some distance in front of the passage entrance. When this happens, an
-,, observer, looking at pressures on the leading edge plane of the rotor, will
see a very high pressure region between the strong bow shock and the blade
• leading edge. The average static pressure which appears in a plot like Figure
• 16 would then be the resultant of this high pressure and whatever low pressure
is generated along the suction surface forward of the shock. During the design
• = process it was believed that throat areas (and inlet areas) had been chosen
•• _ sufficiently large to pass the design flow. Static pressure isobar plots, given
::•• as Figures 19(a) - 19(g) and discussed in more detail later, show that the
,:•' leading edge shock at 100% speed, for back pressures equal-to or less than
•• design, is an attached oblique shock. Thus, these provide evidence that the
passage areas were large enough so as not to limit the flow. At the high
•• ••i•_ back pressure, 100% speed condition, as shown in Figure 19(e), the sarong
shock was pushed forward of the_passage entrance. In this case the flow induc-
.... tion was reduced, as indicated by the shape of the speed line on Figure 19(c)
L:_::__ and on the overall performance map, Figure 8_ The static pressure isobar plots
•• for 90% speed, especially Figure 19_(e) near stall, show the characteristic
_:i_ pattern when the passage throat area is not large enough to pass the desired
:./:•i_:':_:'iiiii'::iflow.
•""";:"•" The nature of the influence of the flow induction surface on the flow is.. ..
...."_ suggested by the streamline section layouts presented as Figure 20. The
• " presentation is done in a manner to emphasize the relation between the suction
_!.::.J.. surface shape and the streamline that would be followed by air particles on a
iii(!i.i!_: meridional stream surface in the absence of any blade force on that stream
_.-. surface, the "free flow streamline". Free flow streamlines for the design flow
:_i:. level are shown on Figure 20; curvature of them reflects acceleration of the
i _ axial flow component in the converging annulus. Using linearized reasoning,
any portion of the real surface with a negative angle of incidence to the free
flow streamline will generate compression waves which will propagate upstream.
Any portion_of the surface with a positive angle of incidence will generate
expansion waves. If the suction surface shape returns to the free flow stream-
line just in time to generate a wave that will intersect the leading edge of the
next airfoil, the compression waves and expansion waves propagating upstream
of the leading edge plane of the cascade will just cancel and the cascade
should produce the desired flow induction. In practice, boundary layer growth
along the suction surface gives an effective surface with 0.i ° .-0.2 ° negative
incide_.ce with _espect to the physical surface. Also some overexpansion on the j
majority of the surface is required to compensate for high local static pres-
_: sures on the blunt leading edge The cascade layouts showed that the actual.. .
: blade surfaces had an average 0.5 ° negative incidence with respect to the free
flow streamline. Thus, it should not have been surprising ti_a,tthe lowest
..
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' i:..: measured upstream flo_ angle was about 0.7 ° higher than the design level• This
:':_','/ ' 0.7 ° difference is comparable to the difference between the design incidence
• and the lowest measuned incidences at 100% and 116% rotor speeds as shown on
..i./,i,,. ,._. the blade element data presentations, Figure 21.
" In addition to the free flow streamline, the blade section layouts,
, Figure 20, show curves of cascade passage area, referenced to the flow area
.
between stagnation streamlines upstream of the cascade, the cascade capture
area. The area of a passege cross section is plotted on these curves at the
_' axial position of the section midpoint. The minimum level on this curve is the
throat area which-had been carefully chosen in the original design proces,_3.
The distribution of such areas may be used to examine the probable behavior
, of the cascade during acceleration to its design speed. In particular, this
distribution may determine whether the cascade can reasonably be expected to
.'.i. develop its desired shock pattern at any speed below the design
.f..:" . •
:_i'_'ii.i:'.' Figure 22 (a and b) summarize an analysis predicting the appearance of a
' i design-type oblique shock structure attached to airfoil leading edges or a
.' "':....; ,...,,
. i.::!/.: lower speed normal shock structure standing forward of the cascade passage in-
:_._.._:,,'i'::•.: let, based on the passage area distribution. Development of the oblique
_:::i:ii':i::i:ii!ii!.ii__,:--- shock structure Is considered as essential to attainment of good efficiency at
•.......,.v high Mach numbers.
i!iii! iiii!iiiiiiiilli : The analysis assumes that the entire flow at radii greater than the mid-
.::._,::. span shroud can be expressed in _terms of linearized Method of Characteristics
.."_:,::_:.:: waves of one family, upstream, of the cascade passage inlet, and in one-dlmen-
•;..., ... _;;.._. %
" _"'_:_'?_ sional flow_terms in the cascade passage and downstream .....The flow analy_&is
upstream of the cascade passage inlet consists of:
ii!!iiii!i:ii_!i'! i) Axial_acceleration in the converging annulus from the rotor inlet measure-:_:;".i i.:
ment olane to the blade leading edge (this effect was incorporated in the data
..,%..: ..
:; .i./i_;;._:._i:/._ reduction program for blade element dat&),
•...,... _....,
.:_"i:_:i 2) Expansion around__the leading edge to the leading edge suction surface
_._ ..
:i..:._;.;!:; direction, and
_:_ 3) Expansion and/or compression along the suction surface due to interaction• • ..'- ...',1_..it
:"ii:_¢'Z of surface curvature and annulus convergence.
• . .....,./;.,,.
.ii:.,ililli: Results of the upstream analysis for three discharge throttle settings
• :, are presented on Figure 22(a). Upstream Mach numbers tend to decrease with
increasing back pzessure, reflecting flow roll-back• Flow induction surface
Mach numbers increase as incidence angles and the resulting leading edge
expansions increase.
The one-dimensional flow analysis downstream of the cascade passage inlet
involves :
' : (a) Isentropic subsonic expansion from the cascade passage inlet to the
_ throat, where the Mach number is the relative discharge Mach number (whenever .I
that is subsonic) or unity.
..:.- .. '.'..'/..
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(b) Isentropic deceleration from a normal shock downstream Mach number to the
passage inlet Mach m_mber (applicable when the shock stand-off distance is
significant).
The conditions for leading edge shock swa],lowing and establishment of the
oblique shock structure are presented on Figure 22(b). The leading edge shock
may be a normal shock significantly upstream of the passage inlet, a normal
shock at. the passage inlet, or an oblique shock inside the passage. The
normal shock wi]_l be observed at the passage inlet if normal shock relations
are satisfied exactly by the supersonic Mach number in (3) and the subsonic
Math number in (a). If, however, the subsonic Mach number downstream of a
normal shock after (3) is higher than the inlet Mach number in (a), some
standoff and-subsonic deceleration as in (b) is indicated. When the Mach
number downstream of the normal shock after (3) is lower than the passage
inlet Mach number in (a), shock swallowing should occur.
...
As shown by Figure 22(b), the forcing of the normal shock away from the
• " , passage entrance is predicted to occur below 89% rotative speed for discharge
_ ._ valve setting 15, at 91.5% speed for discharge valve setting 9, and. at 95%
• .' speed for dfscharge valve setting 6. Thus this analysis predicts that the bow
,. shock should he oblique in all three of the 100% speed .pressure corLtour_plots,• .
Figures 19(a), 19(b) and 19(c) and in the low back pressure 90% speed plot,
...._ Figure 19(d). Since the actual transition from the normal shock structure to
the oblique shock structure occurred at_a throttle setting between those
" represented by Figures 19(b) and. 19(c), this analysis appears to predict the
......_ transition at a speed about 6% too low. The respective speeds at _hich shock
• swallowing will occur would be raised if the effective passage contra_tion is
" :,j more than that given by the section layouts, or if the effective Mach number
:_i_i!!,:!_i!:_. approaching the cascade entrance is lowered through relative total pressure
.... degradation through the bow shock at the previous leading edge. Both of these
?:.i.:'•,.:,_ effects probably occur. If, for example, the effective ratio of passage throat 1
_: area to inlet area is 0.94 rather than 0.96 as shown on Figure 20(b), the
_iii!ii actual shock swallowing speeds are raised approximately 6% above those pre- ,
dicted by the analysis, as would be required to explain the Oblique shock at
•, .....: _.
....._,: the design point back pressure and the 100% speed low back pressure, and the
_ 0 normal shock appearing near 100% speed stall.
_!_! An intensive study of the static pressure isobar plots, Figures 19(a) to
.:.
: 19.(g) was aimed at pinpointing the source and nature of cascade inefficiency
in the tip region, and at correlating the flow behavior with design intent.
It appeared that the study of the static pressure isobar plots was quite
rewarding for insight into the flow behavior. Considerably better time and
space resolution seemed to be required of the measuring systeml, if_loss loca-
tions were to be identified. During this study, it became appa.rent that several
features, common to more than one of the figures, could serve as quantitative
measures of performance. Details are collected in Table VI.
(a) For oblique leading edge shocks, Figures 19(a), 19(b), 19(f) and 19(g),
a wave angle was calculated using the relative total pressure upstream found
• • from the blade element data, a,.d static pressures upstream and downstream of the
shock obtained from the isobar plots. Thi_' condition is designated as type A
_ in Table VI. The shock wave angles determiued in his manner near the pressure
••:_ surface, at mid-passage and near the suction surface have been laid out on the
• appropriate figures. The wave angles calculated for the two test points at
i_'i•;, 100% speed Figures L9(a) and 19(b) are clearly about 5° smaller than the wave
angles implied by the isobar plot. The wave angles calculated for the two
/,_i 110% spe_-_dpoints, Figures 19(f) and 19(g), are quite similar to those on the
• isobar plots.. A review of the original recorded pressures suggests that the
re_.ponse characteristics of the measurement system have cut off as much as 20%
of the shock pressure rise. The wave angle, when the downstream Mach number ....
is clc,se to unity, as in the case for the test points at 100% speed, is quite
sensitive to the pressure ratio. It seems likely that enough pressure rise
could have been lost from the 100% speed measurements to account for 5° in
wave angle. A similar analysis of the data at 110% speed suggests that an
increase of 2° in wave angle might result, which would be compatible with the
4 iso bar s.
_ (b) When the oblique leading edge shock was incident on the suction surface,
• no case showed a reflection at the location expected from inviscid theory.
_• More commonly, the surface pressure rise starts upstream of the incident shock,
••_ suggestive of a shock-induced local flow separation. This early pressure rise
_•, may offset some of the expansion on the corner surface and permit a shock
_._i_ cancellation corner on the effective airfoil surface. Three of the cases,
_!_i. Figures 19(a), 19(b) and 19(f), showed an oblique shock compression originating
_i/_••iii at the trailing edge, whose strength Sncreases with back pressur.e and provides
i_i...... the mechanism for the impact of• back pressure on cascade loading. In the
!ii•_i_- fourth case, F_igure 19(g), an oblique-shock-like pressure rise appears sub-
i,!•#•_ stantially upstream of the appropriate location for either_a trailing edge
.... shock or a reflected shock. This pressure rise may be the coalescence of
•i_•_•_;_ pressure waves generated by the induced separation. In this way the pressure
_• rise equivalent of a reflected_shock can appear well upstream of the usual
position.
•_'i•: (c) The test-conditions of Figu_as 19(c), 19(d) and 19(e) show normal leading
•ii•_i-'I••_ edge shocks. Quantitative analysis on these may either use upstream data to
•_••• deduce pressure rise expectations for comparison with the measurements (Type B
•_ii!;_• in Table VI), or use measured pressure rise to deduce local upstream properties
_!_!iii!i_i for comparison with far upstream properties (Type C in Table VI). If the up-
•il!i.•iil_ stream relative total pressure from the blade element data is used in conjunction •
_•_.•••. with local static pressures from the isobar plot, a Mach number just upstream of
the normal shock and a normal shock pressure ratio can be inferred. Static
....••• pressure downstream of the normal shock, expected on the basis of this procedure
are substantially higher_ than are shown on the isobar plots. A review of the
pressure measurements for Figure 19(c) suggests that measurement response could
have degraded the apparent shock pressure ratio near the pressure surface from
2.5 to 2.06, and that in mid-passage from 2.35 to 1.89. Thus the deficiency in
measured pressure rise a,_ross the shock near the pressure surface may be attributed
to the measurement system. In mid-passage, however, the value 2.35 is still sub- '
stantially below the Type B expectations. Type C calculations suggest severe
total pressure losses upstream of the passage inlet, and downstream total pres- I
sures near those obtained from_the blade element data.
,I
.
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• (d) Several cases, Figures 19(a), 19(b), 19(e) and 19(f) show abrupt pressure
. rises across a front, perpendicular to the pressure surface ,_downstream of the
cascade passage exit. Considered in two-dlmensional terms, this front would
:i represent a normal shock, and upstream and downstream Mach numbers and relative
total pressure may be inferred from the pressure rise. In each case the down-
stream total pressure obtained in this way was substantially less than the
average downstream total pressure taken from blade element data. An alternative
interpretation supposes that the pressure front is the reflection llne for-an
oblique shock with deflections in planes parallel to the pressure surface. This
interpretation sets a minimum downstream Math number level at 0.95, and suggests
estimating total pressures based on unity downstream Math number.
4, (e) The flow inside the passage may be entirely subsonic, shown primarily by
the absence of sharp p_ressure fronts in Figures 19(c), 19(d) and 19(e).
Then one-dimensional gas-flow seems to give a good description of the flow
behavior throughout the region downstream of the passage inlet. In Figure
19(d), the flow appeared to accelerate through the sonic condition at the
passage exit as far as a Math number of unity and to require a secondar5, normal
..' shock for transition back to the subsonic relative exit Math number.
..
• .
•.::-.., (f) Even though the flow downstream of the oblique shocks in Figures 19(a),
'_ 19(b), ±9(e-) and 19(f) appears to be supersonic, the pressure surface pressure
..... increases when the back pressure is increasecl__[19(b) vs. 19(a) and 19(f) vs.
• 19(e)] ........Thi_ sort of back pressume influence violates the characteristics of
" two-dimensional supersonic flows. It seems clea_, however, that subsonic
, passage flows which_respond to back pressure must always be found in section
stream surfaces at radii not far inside the blade tips.- Si_._._•:eth se subsonic
!!i_i'_ flows will usually call for higher static pressures than the supersonic flows .
_:_. on the tip section stream surface, flow migration will be induced along the
•:!•iii_•:!?ii:i_..• pressure surface toward the tip. The two-dimensional supersonic flow,
_;...
Ij'!Z:: flowing against the radial migration, sees a three-dimensional area contraction,
•:..:_:..• which tends to lower its Math number and raise its static pressure, relative _
•:•_ to a simple two-dimensional situation. This type of effect should be expected
...
_ i:_ to increase with increasing back pressure.
..
• •...,..,
i•::•'i'I b. COMPARISON OF EFFICIENCIES AND STALL-AERODYNAMIC LOADING OF TASK I
.... ROTOR AND TASK II ROTOR
•.: .!'.
:_._',.
_ One of the major objectives of this program was to design a rotor to operate
more efficiently than Rotor IB at speeds of 1500 ft/sec and higher. A comparison
of rotor performances from Task I and Task II Stages is presented here. The
Task I and Task II Stages used the same flowpath, as shown in Figure 23, and the
same stator. The performance maps of Task II rotor at the nominal vane schedule
and of the Task I rotor, both with the undistorted inlet flow were presented in
Figure 9. The Rotor IB, designed to operate at 1400 ft/sec, showed sharply de-
creasing peak efficiency with increasing speed above 80% of its design speed.
In order to evaluate performance at similar tip speeds, the peak efficiency
achieved by the rotors is plotted versus tip speed in Figure 24(a). The Task II
rotor attained a peak efficiency of 0.869 at 1500 ft/sec tip speed which is 0.01
_. higher than that attained by the Task I rotor. At speeds higher than 1500
: .
•..
-. .
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ft/sec, the peak efficiency for. Task I rotor dropped more rapidly; for example,
at 1540 ft/sec, which is 110% speed for Task I rotor, its peak efficiency was
0.019-lower than that of Task II rotor. These data indicate that the Task II
objective of obtaining improved efficiency at.high speed was achieved. Although
, the Task II rotor demonstrated higher peak efficiency than the Task I rotor at
s 1500 ft/sec and above, the Task I rotor had superior performance at part speed.
Additional comparisons between the Task II Stage rotor and the Task I
Stage rotor are shown in Figures 24 (b) and 24 (c). The data in these figures
demonstrate that both stages had similar pressure-speed and flow-speed
relationships. Achievement of this similarity in flow and pressure ratio
capability, as well as the improved high-speed efficiency, was a goal of
the Task II design, and is considered to have been achieved.
• As seen in the rotor performance map comparison, Figure 9, the Task I
rotor, stall line fell higher on the performance map than that of the Task II
rotor. The performance map also shows that the Task I rotor had a-larger
i!'' weight flow range between stall and maximum flow in the high-speed range of the
_ map. Since the two rotors had identical flowpath contours and very similar
•_.' . distributions of solidity, camber, stagger and design aerodynamic loading,
_ i''• the differences in weight flow range and stalling loading were examined in
•/i:i_i/! some detail.
i!_i•i_<_ i_/i The variations of diffusion factor, static-pressure-rise coefficient,/_<!•
....-- and work coefficient as the two rotors were throttled toward stall at design
_i:./_ii• speed are compared in Figures 25, 26 and 27, respectively. Data are given
..:__V.!/ a__ each blade element immersion_ and data from Task IV testing (Reference 9)
_i'!_?'•_[_i using the Task II Stage without inlet guide vanes are also shown Radial_
_::_._[.,i variations of stalling values of diffusion factor, static-pressure rise
_•_•_•. coefficient and work coefficient, obtained by extrapolating the data to the _,
ii._!!._i/_iii_,il.i_i__ stalling throttle valve setting, are compared in Figures 28, 29 and 30.S values of diffusion factor and of work coefficient were somewhat
:/_!/_ii,!ilj!i less over the entire span wJ.th the Task II rotor than with the Task I
•"_•• rotor. The stalling values of static pressure rise coefficient also were
•iii_!!i_iii_ lower in the outer span for Task II rotor compared to Task I rotor. Stalling
m _•:.•.._.'iiii"_'_!._i:!_il/ii!i_iii'_! values of rotor diffusion factors and static pressure rise coefficients obtained
.... at 90% design speed for the Task II rotor are al o presented in Figures 28
_,:_ and 29 respectively which show no influence of tip speed on the observed
 ronas.
• .' :_._. c. EFFICIENCY LOSS DUE TO PART-SPAN SHROUD
The penalty in stage efficiency for the use of the part-span shroud.
has been evaluated by studying continuous traverse radial profiles of
total pressure and temperature, and comparing these with the results of
fixed discharge instrumentation used for overall performance data.
i "
.... i e !
.
The shroud effects on efficiency are summarized in the following• ..- .
tabulation :
, Shroud Efficiency
' . ..
Penalty (%)
_.,..: Percent Weight Based on Included
Reading Design DV Flow Continuous on Overall Operating
Number Speed Setting ibs/sec Traverse Perf. Data Condition
u,
148 i00 9 223.8 0.72 0.47 Near Design
149 i00 6.5 215.95 0.4 0.19 Near Stall
147 ii0 8 234.24 i.i 0.51 Near CTL*
,, Continuous traverse data at the rotor exit measurement plane (Plane i_5) were
taken at 100% speed, near the design point and near stall, and at 110% speed
':i near a constant throttle line through the design point; radial profiles of
rotor adiabatic efficiency for these three data points are shown on Figures
•, 31(a), 31(b) and 31(c), respectively. The profiles are shown plotted against
•' _"_ stream-function to facilitate comparison with overall ,_erformance data taken
.....i at the stator exit measurement plane (Plane 2.0) with a different annulus area.
.....
:v. Radial positions at the actual continuous traverse plane are also shown. The
i adiabatic efficiency profiles are derived_from the total pressure and total
: temperature profiles presented in-Figure 32.
..../ The true efficiency penalty from the part span shroud was estimated by
• supposing profiles without the shroud to be given by the dashed lines on
• Figure 31. The-difference between the solid line and the dashed line was
_i_i_:!_!•;_: mass-weighted. After comparing the results from fixed discharge instrumentation
: _: with the continuous traverse results, and making allowance for radial spreading
_Z _? of the shroud wakes, it seemed probable that the discharge instrumentation "
_.,.:?_'_::-:: measured a fraction of the true shroud loss. That fraction has been estimated
4_:i.:_. by the dashed line applied to the profile through the fixed d_qcharge instru--
• "_. .._L
!).i:ii:ii mentation data. It appears that the shroud effect was considerably more severeat 110% speed than at 100% speed. As a result of the fixed instrument locations,
••i/•.iI.!I,Z._ quoted overall efficienaies could be optimistic by 0.25% at 100% speed and 0.6%
':.:_ at 110% speed.
d. COMPARISON OF STATOR PERFORMANCE WITH DESIGN INTENT
_i_i'':' The variable-stagger stator used in Task II was designed to accept the
• _ flow leaving the 1500 ft/sec tip speed Task II rotor and also to be compatible
with the 1400 ft/sec tip speed Task I rotor. This section presents a comparison
with design intent of the performance of the stator when used in the Task II
Stage.
Figure 33 shows a comparison with design intent of the radial variation
d
of stator incidence angle at 100% speed, near design condition at nominal i
vane schedule. The test values of incidence angles were slightly higher
• CTL condition refers to intersections with the respective speed lines of a ,• .
constant tbrott-le setting line through design stage pressure ratio at 100% "
::. design speed, nominal vane schedule wi_h undistorted inlet flow. This constant
' throttle line has been kept fixed for both distorted and undistorted inlet flows
" /. at all the three vane schedules___
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than design intent. The stator, at the nominal setting of 0°, was designed
to =eturn the flow leaving the rotor to the axial direction. A comparison
with design intent of the radial profile of stator deviation angle aL i00%
speed, near design flow with undistorted inlet and nominal vane schedule,
' 'i" as shown in Figure 34 indicates that good agreement between design and test
i_ values was.obtained. The test values of stator diffusion factor fo:c the ._,ama
condition a_ above, Figure 35, were slightly higher than design in=er_ reflecti_Lg
the slightly higher-than-design incidence angles. Except at the wa]l._, the stator
total pressure loss coefficient showed fair agreement with design, as seen in
Figure 36. Plots of stator loss coefficient, loss parameter, diffusion factor
and deviation angle versus stator incidence angle at nominal vane schedule, for
50, 70, 80, 90, i00 and 110% design rotor speeds with uLldistorted inlet flow were
iJ? presented in the data report, Reference 7. The weight flow of the stage was not
limiXed by the stator losses _na the loss level was generally consistent with
design prediction. A detailed d_scussion of stator loss characteristics and
the influence of inlet guide vane turning on stator losses is presented in a
later section.
2. USE OF VARIABLE CAMBER BLADING FOR OFF-DESIGN OPERATION WITH UNDISTORTED
•; INLET FLOW
a. INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE CAMBER INLET GUIDE VANES ON ROTOR AND STAGE
;. ' PERFORMANCE
It was shown in Reference 7 that_.in order to achieve the objective cruise
condition weight flow of 122 ibs/sec at 70% design speed with sufflcient.stall
_"_i;i,i._ margin, some IGV closure was required. Plots of stage inlet corrected weight
flow and stage adiabatic efficiency versus IGV turning angle at 70% speed and
stator setting angle of 8° were presented in Reference 7 to show that the
optimum IGV/Stator schedule was 40o/8 ° to give reasonable adiabatic efficiency
and stall margin at the cruise condition. An intermediate vane schedule of
20°/4 ° was also chosen for detailed testing with undistorted inlet flow.
A performance map for the Task II Stage with the IGV's at their nominal
_ii:.•: (axial) vane schedule and without IGV's was presented in Figure 13. For the
case with IGV's, the performance shown is between rotor inlet and stator exit
_:.., stations. The testing without IGV's was done under Task IV of this contract
:_:_ and is reported in detail in Reference 9. The close agreement of the two maps
_,i.:',ii_i indicates that the IGV losses were properly accounted for in performance evalu-
; i. ation. Figure 13 shows about 4% greater stall margin at 100% corrected speed
without IGV's and with them. Th_.s was surprising, as it was believed that the
IGV's might help to suppress incipient instabilities. The IGV-rotor gap for
the Task II was made generous to allow fo_ a traverse station. The large gap
may have made the IGV's ineffective as a stabilizing device.
Figure 37 presents a consolidated performance map for the Task II Stage
at the three vane schedules with undistorted inlet flow. It is noticed from
_his figure that the stall lines for all the three vane schedules nearly coincided
with each other indicating that turning the IGV did not change the pressure
ratlo-weight flow relationship along the stall line. However, the consid-
erable decrease in weight flow at a fixed rotor speed with closed IGV settings
resulted in an appreciable change in the speed-versus-weight flow relationship
%
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along the st_,,.J.lline. A guide "vane adjustment of 40 Q enabled achievement of the•
' objective c,._.._,_......condition of 54% weight flow (122 ibs/sec) at 70% corrected
speed with 6',..!86sta!i margin*.
.".
The effect on key performance parameters of operating the stage at the
three different vane schedules of 0a/0 °, 20°/4 °, and 40°/8 ° can be seen from
Figures 38 through 41. The stage peak efficiency, achieved at the six speeds
tested are presented in Figure 38(a) for the three schedules. Figures 38(b),
39, 4CI, and 41 present the efficiency weight flow, pressure ratio and
stall margin corresponding to the CTL condition. It is apparent from
Figures 38 and 41 that at 100% design speed, considerations of efficiency
and stall margin would favor the choice of either nominal or 20°/4 _ schedules.
However, the weight flow and stage pressure ratio for the 20°/4 ° schedule
,., were far below the design specification. At 70% corrected speed, in the
absence of a specific requirement of the engine cycle cruise condition,
several alternatives are available. If efficiency and stall margin at this
,, speed were the main considerations, the vane schedule 20°/4 ° appears to be
the most desirable. On the other hand, given the additional requirement of
' .
" the assumed .cruise weight flow of 122 ibs/sec without further speed reduction,
it was found to be impossible to operate the compressor at the nominal
....: schedule, and with the 20o/4 ° schedule, this flow is. Just barely within the
stall limit. Turbine matching considerations, for example, might lead to
',.i.-, this kind of specification. Both efficiency and stall margin at this
weight flow were considerably higher with the 40o/8 ° schedule than with the
20o/4 ° schedule at a weight flow of 122 ibs/sec. At this assumed cruise
weight flow and speed the compressor operated very close to peak efficiency
'.,.
• with the 400/8 ° vane schedule. Figures 42 through 45 present the peak• ._.
'_,_" efficiency, and efficiency, weight flow, pressure ratio and stall margin at
• _._.- ...
!ii:_i_iii the CTL condition for the rotor at different speeds. Again, it is seen that
at the chosen cruise condition of 122 ibs/sec welgbt flow at 70% speed,
_""i".
the rotor operated closer to peak efficiency and with higher stall-margln
,/..:' at the CTL condition at 40o/8 ° vane schedule than at the two other schedules
,,,,,_ tested. --
;• • ,•
• ':'..:
: ..... The use of variable geometry IGV's and stators thus enabled operation
i of the stage at both design speed and chosen part speed cruising condition at
close to peak efficiency and with adequate stall margin.
• ... b. USE OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY BLADING FOR MULTISTAGE MATCHING
Variable geometry inlet guide vanes and stators can be used to match
the front stage to a second stage at off-deslgn speeds. The capability of the
Task II stage with the variable geometry IGV to match a hypothetical second
stage at 70% design speed is investigated in Figure 46. The operating weight
flow range (based on IGV inlet conditions) of the hypothetical two-stage
[P/P _ /__'
* Stall Margin = )
• " stall operating
condition
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. :... fan is increased 44% and 54% with IGV/stator schedules of 20°/4 ° an([ 400/8 °
.?_. respectively, relative to that at the 0@/0 @ nominal schedule• The sharp
::" rise in IGY. losses at 40° closure over the losses at 20° closure may accoun_
/i,"ii:i_.. for the fact that the improvemenL in range at 40°/8 ° schedule is .not _
.i_:.... " considerably more-than that_at 20°/4 ° schedule.
A hypothetical second stage performance at 70% corrected speed was obtained
for_ Figure 46 by scaling down the weight flo_¢ of first stage performance map
using the 0°/0 ° IGV/stator schedule to the reduced annulus area appropriate for
stage matching at 100% corrected speed• The scaling formula, chosen to maintain
constant axial Mach number at the 100% speed design point, is
--W* •2/T0" 09
....• W'stage 2 IGV inlet (P2 2/P0 09) at 100% speed design point for
• . • . • •
....• ....." . Stage 1
• _". The effect of the first stage temperature rise on the second stage corrected
_.':_'. :.'.,
..:_ speed, which is quite small at 70% corrected speed, has been neglected.
i.._!_._i. The stage total pressure ratio at 70% speed at the three IGV/_tator schedules
•-ii._ is plotted versus weight flow corrected by IGV inlet conditions and by stage exit
.:':_' conditions. .The pr.essure ratio versus inlet corrected weight flow speed line at
._. 70% speed for a.hypothetical_second stage is also plotted in-Figure_46 ....The oper-:..
•-_ ation of the two stages together was assumed to be represented_by both stages
operating at the same percent design speed at_the same weight flow cor.rected to
•._" the inter-stage conditions. The second stage performance is assumed_to be un-
_i._.i affected.,by the first stage stator setting. The operation would be bounded on "
.i!iiii_iiii:.!ilI the low side by stall of the first stage, and on the high side by choking of the
_::-_- _...! second stage. This is shown on Figure 46. The first stage stalls at 118 Ib/sec
i/."i:i!_, and 1.275 pressure ratio with the 20°/4 ° schedule. The discharge corrected flow
:'/...". from the first stage is 97 ib/sec. The second stage pressure ratio for this flow
•_i.i:.i_ is 1.295.. Therefore, the two stage stall pressure ratio is 1.65. Similarly the
_ • maximum flow for this schedule, set by second stage choke, is 136 ib/sec based
•i.'_:_, on inlet conditions.
:_ c. . ROTOR BLADE ELEMENT WORK COEFFICIENT-FLOW COEFFICIENT CORRELATION
•' IN UNDISTORTED INLET FLOW
As shown in the preceding section, the variable geometry inlet guide vanes
and stators allowed the Task II Stage to operate with adequate stall margin and ..
acceptable efficiency over a very broad range of flows at each speed. In order
to condense the large amount of data obtained during testing, the 100% speed and
70% speed test data were used to calculate rotor work and flow coefficients for
the pltchllne blade element section. The basic data are shown in Figure 47,
in which the large differences due to IGV turning angle can be seen and certain
smaller effects of speed are still evident• The reduction in flow capacity and
work input with increasing IGV turning shown in Figure 47 further demonstrates
the wide range of operation possible with variable geometry bladlng.
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The basic pitchllne characteristic curves can be corrected to the same
inlet swirl and axial velocity ratio in order to obtain a universal character-
" istic curve valid for all-speeds and IGV setting angles. A flow coefficient,
_o' derived in Reference 4, is corrected to zero inlet absolute swirl angle
and thus becomes proportional only to rotor inlet relative air angle. A
corrected work coefficient, (_cor)o, is defined as the work coefficient that
would exist at the same rotor inlet relative air angle as the actual data but
at zero inlet swirl and an axial velocity ratio of unity. The: _ata shown in
Figure 47 have been reformulated into corrected characteristic data and are
shown in Figure 48. It can be seen that all the data, which cover a wide range
o£ speed and IGV turning are collapsed by this technique into a single band
having a range of approximately ±5% from an average characteristic curve. This
average corrected characteristic curve could be uncorrected so as to predict
the performance of the rotor at operating conditions for which test data were
not obtained thereby greatly expanding the usefulness of the data that were
i
obtained.
d. PERFORMANCE OF THE VARIABLE CAMBER INLET GUIDE VANE
Variable camber inlet guide vanes were chosen for this stage to minimize
losses while varying the swirl angle at the guide vane exit. This section
preser_ts the IGV blade element data obtained with undistorted inlet flow and
compares the performance of these g,_Sae vanes with conventional rigid cambered
guide vanes.
Figure 49 presents the IGV total pressure loss coefficients as a function
of IGV inlet Mach number and IGV setting angle at seven radial _ers!nns.
These data were obtained by methods discussed in Reference 7. In the inlet
Mach number range between 0.2 and 0.55, the variation of the loss coefficients
with Mach number was very small at both the 0° and the 20o IGV setting angles, I
showing a slight tendency toward highez loss coefficients with increasing Mach
number. The loss coefficients at the 20° IGV s_t_ _ngle were nearly equal \
to _hose at the 0° setting angle in the midspan region. _:a_r _he walls, however,
the loss coefficients at the 20° setting were nearly twice the vaiua_ at the 0°
setting angle. The loss coefficients at the 40° setting angle were considerably
higher than those at the 0° and the 20° setting angles, especially near the walls_
probably due to flow separation at the high turning angles. The variation with
Mach number of the loss coefficients at the 40° setting angle was also consider-
ably different from that at the 0° and 20° setting angles, showing a sharp
increase with Mach number above M = 0.25 near the walls and above M = 0.3 - 0.35
in the midspan region. It is believed that this sharp rise in losses was caused
by choking of the flow in the vane passage.
Radial profiles of IGV deviauion angles at IGV setting angles of 0°, 20°,
and 40° are presented in Figure 50. The deviation angles were less than 5°
at practically all immersions for all IGV setting angles. Figure 51 shows
rotor inlet swirl at 100% speed, inter-mediate flow with IGV from Task II tests
at nominal vane schedule, and without IGV f_ Task IV tests reported in
Reference 9. Th non-zero rotor inlet swl " measured without IGV indicated
that part of the deviation angles sho_n L_, igure 50 could have resulted from
slight error in flow angle measurement.
".L
The total pressure loss coefficients at different flow turning angles
obtained with the variable camber IGV of the present study are compared with
those from_rlgid airfoil cascade-tests of Dunavant (Reference I05 in Figure 52.
Dunavant's data were obtained at low Mach numbers with guide vanes of solidity
1.5 and camber values given_by C£o = 0.6 and 1.2. The data presented from the
current study were obtained at the IGV inlet Math numbe= of 0.2 at 70% _mmersion
from the tip, where the solidity is 1.5. From_the data presented, it is apparent
that at selected narrow ranges of flow turning angles between 0° and 40°, the
conventional fJ_ed camber inlet guide vanes suffered lower losses than the
variable camber IGV of the present study. It appears probable that fixed camber,
variable stagger IGV's, designed with-a, positive camber less than C%o = 0.6,
i would give a !nss level at zero deflection no greater than was achieved with
the variable camber IGV's. If, however, extrapolation of the fixed camber IG%[
• loss data follows the dashed curve of Figure 52, as is suggested by experimental
data from lower solidities, the variable-camber design ma_l show clear benefits
_: for extreme range requirements.
The capahility of varying the IGV exit swirl over a range from 0° to
40= within acceptable loss levels was a principal objective in the choice
of the variahle camber IGV profiles over c.'_nventional rigid camber profiles.
Figure 52 shows that these IGV's may have demonstrated a somewhat greater
range within loss levels double the minimum_ than would_be expected from rigid
camber profiles, with a small increase Jn the minimum loss. If the variable
camber p=inclple permits simplification of the inlet structure, this increased
loss may be acceptable.
e. CORRELATION OF STATOR LOSS CHARACTERISTICS
Stator loss data from all three standard vane schedules have been studied
in an effort to confirm the general applicability of correlations such as those
presented in Reference ii. The study led to conclusions about the influence of
Mach number on minimum loss and on incidence range within twice minimum loss, \
which are summarized on Figures 53(a) and 53(b) for data at 50% immersion.
Within the scatter of the data, the loss level [Figure 53(a)] is about 50%
greater than would be predicted from Reference ii, independent of the Mach
number below 0.7. For data at 110% corrected speed, the Mach number rises
above 0.7 and the loss level appears to increase. The usable incidence angle
range of approximately 25° in Figure 53(b) at low Mach numbers is typical of
results quoted in Reference ii. Typical results in Reference ii show that
the low loss incidence angle range has decreased to i0° at 0.7 Mach number. •
The data of Figure 53(b) show substantially less Mach number .sensitlvity than
that.
..,'
The results of Figure 53 were obtained with the assistance of correlation
plots of data from the three vane schedules grouped according to speed, Figures
54(a) - 54(c). Since these data scattered enough to prevent resolution of the
minimum loss coefficient within about +0.01, a statistical type approach was
used. A least square polynomial curvefit was made for the data of each vane
schedule and each speed. A minimum loss was identified from the curveflt, and
supplemented by the two lowest-loss test points, in arriving at the data plotted
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• in Figure 53(a). The "best estimate" of the loss level appropriate to the
, speed has been chosen as the arithmetic average. The standard deviation about
.i'i ,. that average has been. taken as one-thlrd of the extreme range. This procedure
appears to allow an estimate of the minimum loss somewhat better than +0.005.
The incidence angle range of Figure 53(b) has been taken from the polynomial
curvefits and checked for consistency with Figure 54.
Figure 55 presents the stator loss coefficients at 90% im_aersion for the
three vane schedules together. At this immersion, it appears that there were
three distinct levels of loss coefficient profiles fox the three vane schedules.
,, An examination of the stator wake profiles was made to determine if the impinge-
ment of IGV : _Pes on stator wake profiles could have caused erroneous evaluation
of stator and rotor los._es Figure 56 shows the stator wake profiles at 50% and• •
, 90% immersions from three readings with IGV setting angles of 0° 20" and 40 °
_ The three readings were obtained at 70% speed at a constant throttle valve
: setting, and the same 0° stator setting angle, with undistorted inlet flow.
• .. Each stator wake rake covered two stator passages. The two wakes for each
i. ' '...... _ reading at 50% immersions were of approximately equal depth, but the free_stream
.....• levels between wakes are different, as if an IGV wake had affected the lower
•..-:i.. i!_ free stream level. At 90% immersion, however, the depths of the wakes were
"_.".."::' distinctly unequal, particularly at non-zero IGV setting angles, indicating
:i._. :/i_.:: the likelihood of impingement of IGV wakes on the stator wake rakes_ The
: :"".i:; shallower wake would more likely be the true stator wake. The rotor exit/stator
..":_.. inlet total_ pressure at each immersion_was obtained from an arithmetical average
. "";("!:'_' of the three highest readings from the corresponding 14-element wake rake and
i"i"ii..i:ii_.i the stator exit total pressure was obtained from a circumferential mass-average
•.,...:.....__-_:"_?::_i of the enthalpy and the change in entropy between compressor inlet and the
:....i;_;:_ii_::i!i."j.i_....__:. stator exit planes. Impingement of iGV wakes on stator wake rakes thus would
:_:._....;.... cause erroneous evaluation of rotor and stater total pressure loss coefficients.
" ;..:,... It is therefore believed that rotor losses have been underestimated and stator•. _ '_."7.'.'
.....:_ losses overestimated by small amounts, particularly at the hub, depending on
/":".i' the sizes of the IGV wakes at different IGV turning angles
• i: _ ..
. .:.. :.j..
":?__: The influence of the closure of IGV and sta_or on rotor tip and stator
_:i"ii_i!i.:;'_I..., hub loadings near stall can be observed from Figures 57 and 58. The rotor
:?: " diffusion factor, static pressure rise coefficient and work coefficient at
_: '_i 5 and I0 percent immersions from tip are plotted versus weight flow from
...... the readings closest to stall at each speed and vane schedule in Figur_
" 57(a) and 57(b). Similar plots of stator diffusion factor and. static pressure
rise coefficient at 90 and 95 percent immersions from tip are presented in
Fig,_res 58(a) and 58(b). The weight flow was found to be a convenient
parameter to spread the data at the different speeds and was not chosen with an
implication of being the controlling variable. The rotor tip loading seemed
to reach the same limiting value at all speeds before stall at nominal vane
schedule. At off-deslgn vane schedules, the maximum loading at the rotor tip
before stage stall was less than the limit loading defined by the 0° vane
schedule. The actual rotor tip ].oading ned: stall decreased considerably with
increasing speed. The stator hub loading reached its highest values at the i
_ lower speeds near stall with the off-design vane schedules, suggesting that ]
•' •' this loading could have been critical. However, the anemometer traces indicated
. .. .
stall to be initiated always in the outer span of the rotor, contrary to the• ,
expectation if the stator hub loading was the limiting parameter.
.I
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3 . PERFORMANCE-WITH INLET FLOW RADIALLY DISTORTEDIN THE TIP REGION ......
a. OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Performance data. from tests with a radial inlet dlstort.ion pattern
covering the outer 40% ol the annulus area were obtained at 70%, 90% and
100% of design corrected speed at the two IGV/stator schedules 0°/0 ° and
40°18 °.
The distortion screen used to produce the tip radial distortion was
shown in Figure 4. At 100% design speed and with nominal vane schedule, the
severity o£ the inlet distortion pattern is indicated by the distortion
parameter (P - P in ) / R , equal to 0.172. Eigure 59 shows the variationm x. m . max.
Of the distortion parameter for radial (and also circumferential) inlet
distortions over the weight flow range at all speeds tested. These data were
calculated from overall performance results with radial and circumferential
inlet distortions.
Task II Stage performance maps with radial inlet flow distortion for
the two IGV_stator_schedules are presented in Figures 60 and 61 respectively. '
Performance of the stage with undistorted inlet flow is also included in
these maps for comparison. Figure 60 also shows comparable_data with the
IGV's removed, taken from Reference 9. The distortion was responsible for
significant deterioration in peak efliciency, stall pressure ratio, and stall
margin at all speeds. The stall margin loss without the IGV's was slightly
greater than with thenu The efficiency for the intermediate flow, 70% speed__
point on Figure 61, is thought to be in error; the curve has been drawn for
consistency with trends undem othen conditions. At design speed and_nominal_
vane schedule, the radially distorted inlet flow caused a loss of 5.3 percentage
points in peak efficiency compared to that attained with clean inlet flow
and a drop in stall margin at the CTL condition from 0.135 with undistor=ed
inlet flow to 0.034 with radia y distorted flow. At 70% speed and IGV/stator
schedule of 40o/8 °, the stall _,_arginat the CTL condition dropped from 0.203
with undistorted inlet flow to 0.181 with radial distortion. •
b. COMYARISON OF STALL AERODYNAMIC LOADING IN RADIALLY DISTORTED T_T=_
FLOW WITH THAT IN UNDISTORTED INLET FLOW
The stage was stalled at 70%, 90%, and 100% design speeds at 0°/0 ° and
400/8 ° vane ..........._,,1_q w_th radially, distorted inlet flow. Hot wire anemometer
signals indicated that rotating stall initiated nearly simultaneously at the
rotor tip and pitch and considerably later at the hub. This indicated that
the limiting loading parameters should occur in the outer 50% of the rotor
span. _
Variation of aerodynamic loading, work input and total pressure ratio
with throttle valve setting at 5% immersion from tip is shown in Figure 62
for 100% speed, nominal vane schedule with undistorted and radially distorted
inlet flows. Figure 63 presents these parameters for the same cases at 10%
immersion from tip. The tip diffusion factor, pressure ratio and work input
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at stall obtained by extrapolating to stall DV setting were approximately the
same for both undistorted and radially distorted inlet flows indicating that
• it was not a significantly different rotor tip behavior which led to the
reduction in stalling pressure ratio with radially distorted inlet flow.
Figure 64 shows radial profiles of diffusion factor, work input, static
pressure rise coefficient and total pressure ratio near stall with undistorted
inlet flow and radially distorted inlet_flow at design speed and nominal vane
schedule. It is seen that the low pressure ratios in the lower half of the
span were responsible for the low average pressure ratio st stall with radial
distortion. The tip radial distortion screen caused higher hub axial velocities
and lower tip axial velocities than with undistorted inlet flow, resulting in
high incidence angles at the tip and low incidence angles at the hub. This is
seen from Figure 65 which shows the variation of rotor incidence angles with DV
setting at 5, i0, 90, and 95% immersions from tip with undistorted inlet and
radially distorted inlet flows at nominal vane schedule. Figure 66 shows radial
• profiles of rotor incidence angles for the near stall readings from undistorted
" and radially distorted inlet flows at design speed and nominal vane schedule.
The considerable deviation of incidence angles from design value in the case of
/i. radial distortion can also account for the loss in efiiciency over the entire
i::! speed line.
_ ).,=_" The v_riation of rotor diffusion factor, static pressure rise
coefficient, work inpur_and rotor pressure-ratio with DV se_ting at 5% and 10%
immersions from tip is presented in Figures 67 and 68 for 70% speed, 40°/8 °
....._:. vane schedule with undistorted and radially distorted inlet flows. Figure 69
:ii!._ shows radial plots of rotor diffusion factor, static pressure rise coefficient
. _ _) and work input near stall for the two types of flows. The tip work input
_i!!_.i° and diffusion factor at stall, obtained by extrapolating to DV setting at!:l_i stall were approximately equal for both cases indicating that the tip diffusion
_,, factor was a reasonably consistent indicator of loading at stall. A compar-
ison with nominal vane schedule cases also shows that the tip diffusion.z.'..... .
factor generally reached a value betweer 0.5 and 0.55 at stall for both N
_' undistorted.and radially distorted inlet flows at both schedules tested, i
i'::_ WITH TIP RADIAL DISTORTION
i ' Consolidated stage performance maps for nominal and 40°/8 ° vane schedule
_ with radial inlet flow distortion are presented in Figure 70. It is seen that
• with the 40°/8 ° vane schedule, both the pressure ratio-weight flow and the
speed-weight flow rex=L_u_=_w_o __1_g........th_ stall line were changed. This
enabled achieving higher pressure ratio at stall than that attainable if the
stall line had not changed as in the case of undistorted inlet flow. The
objective cruise operating condition of 54% (122 ibs/sec) weight flow at
70% speed was achieved with the 40°/8 ° schedule with 18% stall margin while
with the nominal schedule, the compressor stalled before being throttled to
this condition,
The influence of the variable geometry features on the key performance
•' p_rameters of the stage with radially distorted flow can be seen from Figures
: 71 through 74 which present the variation with speed and vane schedule of peak
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efficiency and efliciency, weight flow, stage pressure ratio, and stall-margin
_ at the CTL condition. The efficiency at the CTL condition and the cor_espond-
• ing weight flow and pressure ratio achieved are higher at all speeds at nominal_
vane schedule; however, turning the IGV to 40 ° appears to give a marked improve-
ment in stall margin at all speeds up to 100% speed where the compressor stalled
at peak efficiency for. both vane schedules. This improvement in stall margin
is also evident from the performance maps. The efficiency, pressure ratio and
stall, margin obtained from the _hosen_cruising condition of_122 lbs/sec flow ......
at 70% speed are also shown in Figures 71 through 74.
The differences in efficiency and stall margin at the CTL condition
between undistorted inlet flow and radially distorted• inlet flow are plotted
versus percent design rotor speed in Figure 75 for the two vane schedules. It
_" is seen that the 40o/8 ° vane schedule permitted a significant recovery of the
: loss in the CTL efficiency and the stall margin that occurred at 90% and 100%
..
.... corrected speeds at the 0°/0 ° vane schedule with radial distortion_ The
-._<i efficiency comparison at 70% is clouded by the uncertainty in distorted CTL
•?i. efficiency discussed in connection with Figure 61.
• :"
_._:_ d. TRANSFER OF RADIAL DISTORTION BETWEEN STAGE-INLET AND STAGE EXIT
i.i;:: WITH AND..WITHOUT IGV/STATOR CLOSURE
_!_.ii.. The attenuation of the r_dially distor.ted inlet total pressure profile
.,. through the stage is shown in_Figure 76 at maximum flow and near stall
i'i conditions at 100% speed with nominal vane schedule and at 70% speed with
' 40°/8 ° vane schedule The inlet distortion at the tip appeared in all-cases ..
"7"
(".ii as a region of low pressure.
'i:..v
7_.."
-i._ii!!:i At 100% design speed and maximum flow with 0°/0 ° vane schedule,
!ii!_:_!. Figure 76(a), the ratio of the distortion parameter at. the stage exit to
.if.. that at IGV inlet was 0.68 indicating that the attenuation of the distortion
was small. At the same speed and vane schedule, tbe distortion was attenu-
? ated more near stall, Figure 76(b); the distortion parameter at the stage
'!:!. exit was only 34% of that at stage inlet. The radial pressure profiles at
_: the 40o/8 ° vane schedule at 70% speed maximum flow condition, Figure 76(c),
".... showed that although the inlet radial distortion was strongly attenuated
.!' behind the rotor, the distortion at the stator exit appeared as a region
_' of very low total pressure at the hub. The high deviation angles and
significantly low axial velocities at the hub at this station, indicate that
the distortion at the hub was caused by separated flow in the stator hub
region. Near stall, at the 40°/8 ° vane schedule, 70% speed condition, the _
very high rotor incidence angles and consequent high rotor total pressure
ratios at the outer span caused an amplification of the distortion parameters
at rotor exit to 1.67 ti_es the value at stage inlet. However, this distor- ,.
tion at rotor exit, Figure 76(b), appeared as a region of higher than
average pressure at the outer span of the rotor. The distortio- parameter
at the stator exit was 1.27 times the value at stage inlet, the distortion
still appearing as a region of higher than average pressure at the outer j
span. High deviation angles and low exit axial velocities were observed near
: the stator hub.
..
..
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Radial profiles of total pressure at the inlet and exit planes to
the blade rows for undistorted inlet flow are also included in Figure 76
for comparison. The data presented are at maximum flow and near stall flow
at 100% speed with nominal vane schedule and at 70% speed with 40o/8 ° vane
schedule for comparison with radial distortion data obtained at similar
conditions. The values of the distortion parameters at the flow measurement
stations are plotted for these cases in Figure 77. The similarity of the
pressure profiles for both undistorted and radially distorted flows and the
nearly equal values of the distortion parameters at the stage exit station
except in the case of maximum flow at 70% speed, 40o/8 ° vane schedule indicates
that the effect of radial distortion at the inlet to the front stage is minimal
on the subsequent stages. However in the case of 70% speed, 40o/8 ° vane
sche_-le, maximum flow, a flow separation at the stator hub resulted from
inlet L radial distortion; this can affect the performance of any
subsequent fan stage or the core compressor.
4. PERFORMANCE IN FLOW WITH CIRCUMFERENTIAL INLET DISTORTION
Performance data from tests with circumferential inlet distortion were
obtained at 70%, 90%, and 100% speeds at the two IGV/stator schedules of
0°/0 ° and 40o/8 °. The distortion screen used to introduce the circumferential
distortion was shown in Figure 5. The screen covered a 90 ° arc of the inlet
annulus area at plane 0.i0. Figure 59 shows_the variation of the distortion
parameter over the entire weight flow range tested based on maximum
and minimum total pressures on the inlet disortion rakes with the center
of the distortion screen in the nominal position, 195 ° from top center.
a. OVERALl, PERFORMANCE
The stage performance maps with circumferential inlet flow distortion
are shown on Figure 78 for the 0°/0 ° IGV/stator schedule and for an IGV-less
configuration (data from Reference 9) and in Figure 79 for the 40o/8 ° schedule. \
Performance v,,^__o_,._stage with undistorted _I=_ _I_,__,....._,_=_ _ _,,___";^_for
comparison. The stage suffered significant losses in efficiency at the CTL
condition and stall margin from that condition at both vane schedules with
inlet circumferential distortion. There is no systematic difference between
the stall margin losses with and without the IGV's. Rotating stall was encoun-
tered at each speed and vane schedule. As in the case of radial distortion, the
rotating stall originated in the outer 50 percent of span. For the nominal
IGV/stator schedule at 100% design speed, the circumferential distortion
caused a decrease in stalling total pressure ratio to 1.66 from 1.78 obtained
with undistorted inlet flow. The peak efficiency was reduced 3.9 percent
due to circumferential distortion. At 70% speed and 40o/8 ° schedule, the '
stall pressure ratio dropped from 1.22 with undistorted inlet flow to 1.21
with circumferential inlet flow distortion and the peak efficiency loss from
clean inlet flow was less than 0.5 percent.
b. INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE CAMBER INLET GUIDE VANES ON STAGE PERFORMANCE
IN FLOW WITH CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION
Comparison of Figures 78 and 79 shows that the weight flow and
pressure ratio penalties suffered due to circumferential distortion were
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less with the 40°/8 ° schedule than with the 0°/0 ° schedule. Consolidated
stage performance maps for 0°/0 ° and 40°/8 ° vane schedules with circumfer-
ential inlet distortion are presented in Figure 80. As in the case of
undistorted inlet flow_ it is seen that the stall lines for the two vane
schedules maintained nearly the same pressure ratlo-weight flow relationship.
The-speed-weight flow relationships, however, were difif_erentalong the stall
lines enabling operation at lower weight flows at the. same speed_with 40°/8 °
schedule than with nominal schedule. The stage peak efficiency and efficiency,
weight flow, stall pressure _atio and stall margin at the CTL condition at the
two vane schedules with circumferenaial inlet distortion are plotted versus
rotor percent design speed in Figures 81 through 84. The peak efficiencies were
nearly equal at 70% design speed-with both vane schedules. The 40°/8 ° vane
schedule gave higher peak efficlencies at 90 and 100% speeds. At the CTL
condition, the stage efficiencies were equal for both 0°/0 ° and 40°/8 ° vane
schedules at 70% and ].00% speeds. The considerable decreases in weight flow
and pressure ratios at 407/8 ° vane schedule should, however, be taken into
account while weighing the performances at the two vane schedules. For e_ample,
although the 40°/8 ° schedule gave highe= peak eff&ciency than the 0=/0 ° schedule
at 100% speeds, the weight flow and pressure ratio-at nominal schedule were
much closer to design conditions.
The objective cruising weight flow of 122 ibs/sec at 70% design speed
could not be achieved at nominal schedule before stall. However, at 40o/8 °
schedule, this condition was achieved at peak efficiency, Figur_ 81(a), indicating
that, even _ith inlet circumferentia_ distortio_ the use of variable geometry
blading enabled operation at__he cruising condition with 83.5% efficiency and 2].%
stall margin. It was mentioned in earlier sections that the 40o/8 ° vane
schedule, enabled efficient operation with adequate stall margi_ at cruising
weight_ilow and speed with undistorted and radially distorted inlet flows
also.
c. TRANSMISSION OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION THROUGH STAGE
Some analysis of the persistence of the circumferential distortion
pattern through the stage is aimed at evaluating its suitability for use
in front of another fan stage or a core compressor. The suitability is
measured by the "distortion transfer"; stages giving substantial reduction
in the distortion amplitude are desirable.
It has seemed valuable to examine distortion transfer in terms of the
"distortion parameter"
P - Pin.max •DP =
p _'
max.
and in terms of the "Index of Distortion_ Circumferential"
Pays immersion - Pmin _ immersionIDC = _
P
avg, face
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..... _, The use of DP is conventional; this quantity is easy to evaluate and
... ,
explain. It does not, however, discriminate between local low pressure
regions_ which demand high pressure ratio output of the blading with suscep-
tibility to local stalling, and local high pressure regions, which simply
unload the following blading. The IDC attempts to concentrate attention on
requirements for locally high performance of the blading.
Table VII summarizes distortion transfers, for the six test conditions
under which detailed performance measurements with circumferential distortion
" were made. Using DP as the measure, substantial attenuation of the inlet
distortion is observed, after both rotor and stator, for most of the test
.. , conditions. Two highly loaded test conditions showed preservation or amplifi_
cation of the distortion through the rotor tip, and subsequent attenuation
' to a satisfactory level through the stator. The remaining test conditions
:. showed substantial ttenuation through the rotor tip, with the reduced level
•i.... maintained through the stator. The rotor hubs seem to have tried to eliminate
- the distortion_ in.the two test.conditions where DP did not decrease substantially,
•_ . the width of the low pressure zone is actually reduced. The stator hubs seem
._ to have stalled, with a consequent high loss returning the distortion level
., close to the initial value.
.' Examination of the data in Table VII using IDC as the distortion measure
iiili'II showstherotorthatinSUbstantialandmid ttenuati°ns of the harmful distortion occurred through
i/i tip span regions for all test conditions. The two cases
_i.•ii_! where DP does not indicate attenuation are cases where the rotor has actually .
_.i!ii:i!ii_!}!._,! inverted the distortion, so that a potentially harmful pressure diffusion is
i::/!,_._., turned into a pressure mountain. The IDC concept supposes that this pressure
:_:.i:._, mountain will not produce adverse effects downstream. The message given by
...._._ IDC data about the hub.is the same as that inferred from DP data: that the rotor
ii)!</! hubs generally try to eliminate the distortion and the stator hubs help regene-
:_; rate it. There is no conspicuous evidence of significantly different distortion
_."_-_ transfers as a result of the different variable geometry settings.
':.i.:',-,
_.:..>:_ A closer examination of the data behind the distortion numbers, as found
i••ii _!•_ii in Figures 21-26 of Reference 8, reveals a number of features about localized
_. !i ' behavior of the blading, which are summarized quantitatively in Table VIII,
..-._...
_ i' and numerically in Table IX. Table X presents some undistorted data from the
... .
maximum-flow and near-stall ends of the appropriate speed line_ for convenient
comparison with the local values.
The rotor tries to compensate for distorted pressure profiles unde_ most
of the operating conditions and at all immersions. The tip region is especially
successful at this. The distortion profile is inverted. In the sczeen shadow
the rotor tip pressure ratio is 2.09 at 100% corrected speed with the 0'_/0°
schedule, as compared with 1.85 maximum under undistorted conditions, and 1.60
at 100% corrected speed with the 40°/8 ° schedule, a." compared with 1.52 undis- i. ,
" torted. The rotor hub pressure ratio is 1.97 in the screen shadow at 100%
_/i._i_ corrected speed with the 0°/0 ° schedule, as compared with 1.71 undistorted,
•• and 1.48 in the screen shadow with the 40°/8 ° schedule as compared with 1.36
.. ,...
...:.i_
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undistorted. Unde_ the maximum flow conditions at 100% corrected speed, mos£
of the inlet total pressure depression remains after the roter. This appears
to be a consequence of the back pressure, low enough so that stator passages
choke over the. entire annulus. Then the back pressures have no effect
at equilizing rotor discharge pressures. '
Among the test conditions, there are strong suggestions that either
stator choke or stator stall may be the dominant effect in determining the
distortion in the discharge pressure profile. Three of the test conditions
are-highly loaded and show evidence that stator hub sections stalled out in
the distorted sector, perhaps as a result of exposure to excessively high
tangential velocities wben the rotor attempted to compensate for the distortion
profile, and returned tile local total pressure to a distortion level comparable
to that at the inlet. Under other conditions the effects of stator choking
have been to throttle off the regions of high total pressure, leaving discharge
conditions much more uniform than the inlet conditions.
The results of the distortion transfer analysis suggest that a higher
stator stagger, or perhaps a larger hub camber, would have given more favorable
stage performance on and above the CTL line. It should be observed that the
stage matching analysis really demands a fixed trailing edge angle for the
stator of the first stage. Thus there is a potential application for a variable
camber stator_ such that the leading edge angle could be increased, relative
to the design for undistorted flow, to satisfy either stage matching or
distortion tolerance _equirements.
5. COMPARISON OF INFLUENCES OF RADIAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTIONS AND
VARIABLE GEOMETRY BLADING ON STAGE PEAK EFFICIENCY AND STALL MARGIN
The efficiencies and stall margins at the CTL condition obtained at
different speeds with the two vane schedules with radial and circumferential
distortion were discussed in earlier sections. This section presents a
direct comparison of the values of these parameters obtained with the two
types of distortion patterns and the two vane schedules. The comparison is
presented in Figure 75 in the form of differences in CTL efficiency and
stall margin between undistorted inlet flow and the particular type of
distortion. Significant results are seen in the figure. Compared to the
undistorted inlet flow, there was a greater loss in CTL efficiency and stall margin •
at all speeds and vane schedules with radial distortion than with circumferential
distortion. Although the CTL efficiencies and stall margins at both vane
schedules were nearly equal at 70% speed with circumferential distortion (as
seen from Figures 81 and 84), Figure 75 shows that the losses in CTL efficiency •
and stall margin due to circumferential distortion were less at the 40o/8 ° vane
schedule than at the nominal vane schedule. However, with radial distortion, "
the 40o/8 ° vane schedule, at 70% speed contributed to a nearly 90% recovery of
_he loss in stall margin that occurred at 0°/0 ° vane schedule though the loss
in CTL efficiency was higher. The CTL efficiencies obtained with circumferential I
inlet distortion at the 40o/8 ° vane schedule were nearly equal to those obtained _
with undistorted inlet flow. In general, this figure shows that the use of 4
variable camber inlet guide vanes co_Itributes to reducing the losses in 1
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efficiency and stall margin that result from distorted inlet flows. It should
.... be emphasized, however, that considerable weight flow reductions occur when the
• '' variable geometry featur_es are used. This is seen-from Table XI which summarizes
the values of peak efficiency and elficiencies, weight flows-and pressure ratios
at the CTL condition and at stall for the three types of inlet flow conditions
• and the two vane schedules at 70, g0 and 100% design speeds. Comparable data
with the IGV's removed, taken from Reference 9, also have been included in
Table XI.
i!
V. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
;, Task II of this contract was carried, out to investigate the efficiency
!_ and stall margin potential, of a 1500 ft/sec tip speed stage, to develop design
methods and criteria for stages of this type, to evaluate the effectiveness
of varlable-geometry inlet guide vanes and stators in improving part-speed
efficiency and weight flow range and to determine the effect of inlet flow
distortions on stage performance including tile effect of the varlable-geometry
blading on distortion tolerance. In addition, the Task II Stage was designed
to operate at and above 1500 ft/sec tip speed with efficiency levels higher
than could be achieved by the 1400 ft/sec design tip speed Task I Stage.
Major results and conclusions are summarized below.
(i) The Task II rotor, which was designed with higher tip solidity, lower
camber and _ith smaller throat areas than the Task I rotor, achieved higher
efficiencies than the Task I rotor at speeds of 1500-ft/sec and above. The
peak efficlencies attained by the Task Ii and Task I rotors at 1500 ft/sec
tip speed were 0.868 and 0.859 respectively. At 1540 ft/sec, which is 110% design
speed of the Task I rotor, the peak_ efficiencies of Task II and Task I rotors
_ were 0.864 and 0..g45 respectively. Although the Task l._otor had a slightly
_! greater stall margin at high speeds, both rotors reached essentially equal levels
of tip static pressur_rise coefficient at stall. The Task I rotor had
superior performance at part speed conditions.
(ii) The design techniques used for the Task II stage gave reasonably satis-
factory results. The geometric angle of the flow induction surface of the
rotor blade was slightly too large in the tip region, leadinB to a 1% deficiency
in the flow below design intent. The tip throat area, at 95% of capture area,
deliberately small by the urrent standards was large enough for establishment
of the desired oblique shock pattern at the design point. The test data give
no direct indication on how much smaller the throat area could have been without
sacrificing the oblique structure. Data analysis identified hub and tip regions
_ as areas for potential improvement of performance by reduction of losses, but without
suggesting any specific design changes to accomplish the result.
(ili) The deviation angles at the outer half of the rotor were less than
i predicted by the design. It appears that the design method, which consisted
of application of Carter's Rule for circular-arc meanline blades to equivalent
constant-radius, constant-axial-velocity cascade sections underestimated the
ability of this type of blading to deflect the air stream. Although it is
likely that the lower-than-predicted deviation angles were the result of
deflections produced by trailing edge shocks, the data obtained in this
investigation were not sufficient to confirm this. Deviation angles for the
inner half of the rotor weze close to the design prediction.
(iv) Rotor tip static pressure survey data indicated that at 90% design
speed, it was not possible for the leading edge normal shock to become oblique
even at open throttle, low back pressure conditions. At 100% speed, for
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• high back pressure near-stall operatlon_ the leading edge shock was normal
._ to the flow but was located at the passage inlet. 'l_e oblique leading edge
.... shock structure was established at lower back pressures at design speed. _e_
leading edge shock was oblique at all back pressures at 110% design speed.
(v) A comparison of stator loading, deviation angle and loss levels with
design intent showed that the stator design rules were adequate and that
design intent had_generally been met.
(vi) The objective off-deslgn cruise condition of 54% design weight flow at
70% design speed could not be achieved at zero IGV turning before the onset of
stall. However, an IGV turning of 40° and a corresponding stator setting of 8°
.'... enabled this condition to be realized with _3.7% efficiency and 18.5% stall
margin with undistorted inlet flow. The use of the varlable-camber IGV at non-
, • zero settings did not alter the stalling pressure _atlo-flow.relatlonship.
; i However, it did alter the flow-speed and pressure ratio-speed characteristics
•
.... of the compressor and thus provlded_flexibility of operation at off-design flow
.; and speed conditions. The IGV losses were slightly higher than would be
expected from a fixed cmnber, variable stagger vane row over moderately wide
ranges of setting angle and inlet Mach number, but remain tolerable for
greater closures.
. .:'_
. (vii) An analysis perform,_d to match a hypothetical second stage at 70%
._. design speed to the Task II stage with undistorted inlet flow showed that
the operating weight flow range (corrected to IGV inlet conditions) of the
_ _ hypothetical two-stage fan increased 44% and 54% with IGV/Stator_schedules
_ of 20o/4 ° and 40o/8 ° respectively compared to that at the 0°/0 ° nominal"._-_
..,i.. schedule.
(viii) Radial inlet flow distortion caused considerable losses at all speeds
in stage peak efficiency, stall pressure ratio and stall margin. At design
! speed and nominal vane schedule, the radially distorted flow caused a drop of
i/i 5.3 percentage points in peak efficiency and a drop in stall margin at the CTL
.....' condition from 0.135 with clean inlet flow to 0.034 with distorted inlet flow.
_ ;' Removal of the IGV caused an _dditional 0.02 drop in stall margin. Rotor
_.,. tip aerodynami? loading at stall with radial distortion was approximately
the same as that reached at sta_.l with undistorted inlet flow. Low pressure
ratios in the inner half of the rotor span caused low average 'rotor total
pressure ratio at stall with radially distorted flow. Tip radial distortion
caused high hub axial velocities an_ io_ tip axial velocities compared to design
intent. The consequent_departure of incidence angles fr_n design value caused
high losses in efficiency over the entire speed line.
(ix) The attenuation of the radial distortion at nominal vane schedule
at maximum flow at 100% speed was small. However, the radial dlsturtlon i
was strongly attenuated at the near-stall condition at the same speed and vane
schedule.
(x) The 90° one-per-rev circumferential distortion caused less loss in
peak efficiency and stall margin than did radial distortion. At 100% speed,
nominal vane schedule, the peak efficiency loss due to circumferential
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z_ distortion (relative to the undistorted inlet flow case) was 3.9%. At any
given weight flow, the total pressure ratio in the case of flow with. circum-
ferential distortion_was less than that achieved with undistorted inlet flow.
(xi) At nominal vane schedule, the circumferential inlet dlstortion_wa_
attentuated between 40 and 60 percent at stage exit at the tip and pitch
sections. At the hub, however, there was little attenuation: the ratio of
distortion parameter, defined as (P - P _ )/P , at the exit to that
ax. ml m
at inlet was between 82 and 99%. T_Is_poor a_entuaa_ion at the hub resulted
from flow separation in the stator hub region.
(xii) The variable camber IGVwlth inlet distortion present enabled
operation of the stage with apparently adequate stall margin at the cruise
condition of 54% flow and 70% speed. With tip radial distortion, the 40 °
IGV setting provided improvedstall mazgin from the reference constant thro__tle_
line condition, with a small_sacrifice in peak efficiency.
(xiii) The radial distortion at the 40° IGV setting, near_stall condition at
70% speed was over-attentuated _etween the stage inlet and the rotor exit
resulting in higher-than-average total pressures_at the tip region, a_ rotor
exit_ This was due to the normally steep pressure-vs.-flow-characteristlc of
the rotor tip region, which overshadowed_the relatively mild_tip distortion
in determining the near-stall discharge _ressure profile ....
(xlv) Operation of the stage at the 40° IGV setting with inlet circumferential
distortion, at 90% and 100% design speeds, provided slightly higher peak
efficiency and stall margin than operation at the 0° IGV setting. At 70% design
speed with inlet circumferential distortion, the peak efficiencies and stall
margins at the 0° and 40° IGV settings were nearly •equal. The cruise condition
of 54% weight flow at 70% speed was achieved with 21% stall margin at 40°
IGV setting with circumferential distortion. The stall llne for both 0°/0 °
and 40°/8 ° vane schedules maintained the same pressure ratio-weight flow relationship.
The speed-weight flow relationships, however, were different along the stall lines
enabling operation at lower weight flows with added stall margin at the same
speed with the 40°/8 ° vane schedule than with the nominal vane schedule.
(xv) Use of variable geometry blading had little influence on the ability
to attenuate circumferential inlet flow distortion.
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SYMBOLS
Symb ol Des crip tion Units
A Annulus_ or streamtube area in_ 2
,_ C Chord length of cylindrical section in.
Enthalpy- equivalent static pressure rise
coefficient
• .:.,
•.:,-" Ch -
, V_2
.,.,."
C Static pressure rise coefficient,
P
P2 PI
C - !
P Pl --Pl
c Specific heat at constant pressure Buu/ib -° R
P
_ D Diffusion factor: ---
V2 r2V82- rlVel
Droto r 1 - _ + !
V1 2r o V1
..
V 2 rlVel- r2Ve2
_ Dstator - I - %. + 2r o VI
P_ax. - P_Ln.
DP Distortion Parameter -
P
max.
g Acceleration due to gravity 32.174 ft/sec 2
i Incidence angle, difference between flow Degr_.as -"
angle and camber llne angle at leading edge
in cascade projection
IDC Index of Distortion, Circumferential = .I
Pavg,. immersion- Pmin. _ immersion
P
avg, face
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.... S_mb ol Des cription Units
J Mechanical equivalent of heat 778. 161 ft-lb/B_u
. M Mach number ---
N Rotational speed RPM
P Total or stagnation pressure PSIA
p Static pressure PSIA
r Radius in.
r Mean radius, average of streamline leading- in.
trailing edge radii
S Spacing between blades in.
<
.....
for Rotor, SM = - ..... -i
..
:... T Total or stagnation temperature o R
t Airfoil thickness in.
t iirfoil maximum thickD.ess in.
m
U Rotor speed ft/sec
V Air velocity ft/sec
W Weight flow ibs/see
Z Displacement along compressor axis in.
8 Flow angle, angle whose tangent is the ratio Degrees
of tangential to axiai velocity
AS Air turning angle, A8 = 81 - 82 Degrees
yo Blnde-chord angle (stagger), angle in Degrees
cascade projection between blade chord
and axial direction
y Ratio of specific heats ---
ot° Angle of flow deflection across oblique shock Degrees
I
(
I
I.i'. Symbo I Des crip tion Units•°
. 6 ° Deviation angle , difference hetweer_ flow arLgle _rees
c_=r _e a_gla at trs_.llng edge in cascade
proJ ection
P
actual ---
Pressure correction, 14.696 psia
Ar8 Circumferential displacement about compressor in.
axls, Figure 1 (c)
E° Slope of merldional streamline Degrees
:" T
•. actual
8 Temperature correction, 518.7 ° R ---
•_..
_ "; n Efficiency ---
...... <o Angle between tangent to blade_meanline and the Degrees
:. axial direction
, .._
;', a Solidity, ratio of chord to spacing ---
, ".°.•
_o Camber angle, difference between_angles in Degrees
cascade projection of tangents to camber- _
llne at extremes of camberline arc
:- q_ Flow coefficient
_ U2 .
gJCp ,I:._ _ Work coefficient, AT/ i
. _ Total pressure loss coefficient ---
p, _ P_
Rotor, _' - 2id! _
P1 Pl _
..
Stator P1 - P2
and _ =
IGV PI - Pl
Cos B2
Total Pressure Loss Parameter ---
2_
0 ° Calculated shock wave angle measured from Degrees
zal upstream flow direction
...
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Sub scrip ts Des crip tion
a ahead of shock (Table Vl)
ad Adiabaalc
/ an Annulus
b behind shock (Table VI)
cot Corrected to unity axial velocity ratio
CTL -- on a Constant Throttle Line through design stage
pressure ratio at design speed, nominal vane
schedule with undistorted inlet flow.
e Edge of blade
F _llap portion of Inlet Guide Vane
id Ideal
J Immersion
m Mer_.dional direction
N ..... Nose portion of Inlet Guide Vane
t Tip at Station 1.0
z Axial_dire ction
0 Tangential d_irection
0 Corrected-to zero inlet _wirl
1 Leading edge
2 Trailing edge
0.01, 0.18 Measurement station designatlon_ .(Figures 6, 7)
0.95, 1.0, 1.51,
1.6, 2.20
_: Supers crip ts
' Relative to rotor
..
* " Corrected to standard atmospheric or iLdlcated
condition.
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;_t.. Table I. Summary of NASA Task II Stage Design Specifications.
..
/('?':i'.
:' ' Rotor inlet corrected tip speed,_ft/sec 1500
".
,.
Stage inlet corrected T_ight flow, Ibs/sec 226.0
Stage total-pressure ratio 1.659
Stage adiabatic efficiency 0.854
_, Number of inlet guide vanes 24
Inlet guide vane total-pressure loss, 0.IZ--
-. percent inlet total pressure
'_ ).i Inlet- guide vane ey.lt flow angle, degrees 0
•)i_i'(
Rotor inlet_-tip diameter, inches 36.5
./'..,[-."
i:i!_:,!.i/:.i Rotor inlet_hub/tip radius ratio 0.5
;'_"<:_"_ Rotor. inlet corrected weight flow per 41.62
ii. unit annulus area, .ibs/sec-sq fti
.,.:;: Rotor inlet tip.re3.ative Math number L_526,
: .. ,__:,'..::h"
'"":"";": Rotor tip diffusion factor 0.368
i Rotor adiabatic efficiency 0.883
[_:i[I_:I_!_i Rotor tip solidity 1.4 i
i :_-ii'!i_i::!_! Rotor aspect ratio 2.36 -_
•... ..,._. j._.
'::!iii';" Number of rotor blades 44
" :_i_.i,i ! Stator inlet hub absolute Math number 0.766
_.... Stator exit flow angle, degrees 0
•.":...-,.
Stator hub diffusion factor 0.435
...
Stator total-pressure loss, percent 1.22
stator inlet total pressure
Stator hub solidity 2.155
Stator aspect ratio 2.06_;
Number of stator vanes 46
..
....'.
•... ' i.._•
• . _.,
....../ 43
,.
-._..,
..
,.
44


o ........ ..... ,,
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. ii
.i
,/ ...
* C.T. = Circumferential Traverse capability
# Radial Traverse probes
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Table V. Major Instrumentation List for Task II Stage Testing (Concluded).
(b). Distortion Tests
Location Instrumentation
,,
0.O1 6 7-element pitot-static rakes
Vehicle 24 total-temperature thezmocouples
Inleti
0.18 2 7-element total pressure distortion rakes
Stage 1 4-parametercombination probe (total temperature
Inlet and pressure, static pressure,..f!ow angle) _
0.95 1 4-parameter combination probe with circumferential
Rotor traverse capability
i Inlet
h
1.51 1 4-parameter combination probe
i Stator 3 hot-wire probes
Inlet
m
2.20 7 14-element wake rakes (total temperature and pressure)
Stage 1 4-parameter combination probe
Exit
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Table VI. Rotor Tip Leading Edge Shoak Studies,
Reading 137 1:]9 141 132 134 144 169
Figure 19(a) 19(b) 19(c) 19(d) 19(o) lq(f) 19(g)
Typ,_ A A B C B C B C A A
Pa II .0 10,8 II .2 I-I.2 --- ii ,0 Ii .0 I0,0 ]0.0 10,6 II ,6
Pb 18,0 20.0 28.3 23.0 --- 23.8 19,2 23.9 28.6 IH.4 2;] .8
Pb/Pa 1.636 1.85 2,53 2,05 --- 2,16 1.75 2,39 2,86 1.74 2,05
P'a 42.77 42,98 42.43 34,65 --- 35.65 29.7 35,73 48,2 5] ,42 51.44
ca M, a 1.54 1,55 1.52 I.:18 --- 1,41 1.2M 1.48 1,61 1.69 1.63
_°cal 53.5 58.0 ..................... 49.0 49.0
M' b 1.18 1.08 0.69 0.75 --- 0.735 0.8 0.71 0.67 1.295 1.07
P'b 42-.5 41.6 39 .I 33.4 --- 34.0 29.2 33.5 38_.5 50.52 49.48
c_° 9.5 12.0 ..................... i_.0 14.0
C;°fig 58,0 59,4 ............................
Type A A B C A B C B C A A
Pa ii .0 I] ,6 10,6 10,6 10,6 ii,0 u_ i0,0 ll,O i0,0
Pb 17.0 18.0 28,3 20,0 20,0 20.0 _ 19,0 !6.4 18,0
Pb/Pa 1.545 1.55 2,67 1,89 1,89 1.82 _ 1,9 1.49 1,8
P 42.77 42.98 42.43 30.6 42.43 30.7 _ 28.8 51,42 51.44
m' a 1.54 1.50 1.56 1.33 1.56 1.30 _ 1.33 1.66 1.73
°°ca1 51.7 53.5 ....... 58.5 _ --- _ i --- 45.6 48.8
M' b 1.225 1.175 0.68 0.77 1.06 _ 0.78 _ 0.77 1.385 1.31
42.6 42.7 38.6 29.8 40.6 _ 30.0 _ 28.1 51.11 50.41P'b
C_° 8.6 8.5 ...... 12.3 u_ -.- _ 1 --- 8.0 11.75ca
_= -
Type A A A C D _ C B C A A
--
Pa 9 8.6 8.0 8.0 8.0 _o 11.0 11.8 11.8 9.0 7.2
Pb 13 15.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 ¢_ 22.2 23.7 19.0 14.0 18.5 \
Pb/Pa 1.44 1.75 2.63 2.63 2.63 _ 2.02 2.01 i_61 1.555 2.57
P'a 42.77 42.98 42,43 31.6 42.43 33.6 35.73 29.8 51.42 51.44
M' a 1.675 !.71 1.75 1.55 1.75 1.37 1.37 ]..23 1.8 1.94
._O_O°cal 44 48,5 61.7 ............... 42,6 45,2
M' b 1.42 1.31 1.0 0.684 1.04 0.75 0.76 0.82 1.485 1.265
P'b 42.6 42.1 39.8 28.8 41.6 32.4 34.5 29.45 50.98 49.51
a ° 7.35 ii .0 17.8 --- 0 ......... 8.7 13.9
l
Type A: Oblique shock on meridional stream surface. Relative total pressure upstream
from blade element data. Static pressure downstream i:rom isobar plot.
Type B: Normal shock on meridional stream surface. Relative total pressure upstream
from blade element data. Static pressure downstream from shock calculated.
.........
Type C: Normal shock on merldional stream surface, Static pressure downstream from
isobar plot. Relative total pressure upstream calculated,
Type D: Incident and reflected oblique shocks on merldlonal stream surface, Relative
total pressure upstream from blade element data. _&tatlc pressure downstream
of reflected shock from isobar plot, Equal shock _efleetlons,
5O
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Figure i. Views of Variable Camber Inlet Guide Vanes (Continued).

6O
Figure 3. Photographs of a VarlaBle-Stagger Btator Vaue.
Split Line
of Screen
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Figure 9. Rotor Performance Maps for Task II Rotor at 0°/0 ° Vane Schedule
and Task I Rotor; Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figure 16. Radial Profile of Normalized Dynamic Pressure at Rotor Inlet
Measurement Plane; 100% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0 °,
Near Design Condition, Undistorted Inlet.
<
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:
....
1.00
Figure 17. Radial Profile of Rotor I_,.}itetAxial Velocity; 100% Speed, IGV/ I
Stator Schedule 0°/0°, Near Design Condition, Undistorted Inlet.
,i
i
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Figure 18. Radial Profile of Rotor Incidence Angle; 100% Speed,
[GV/Stator Schedule 0_/0 °, Near Design Condition,
Undisto:rted Inlet.
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Figure 21. Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0°;
Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figure 9.1. Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0°;
Undistorted Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 21. Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0°;
Undistorted Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 21. Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0°;
Undistorted Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 21. Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0c;
Undistorted Inlet Flow (Conl,inued).
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Figare 21. Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0°;
Undistorted Inlet Flow (Continued).
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(a) Peak Efficiency Versus Tip Speed ,.
Figure 24. Comparisons Between Task II Rotor at 0°/0 _ Vane Schedule
and Task I Rotor; Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figure 25. Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Diffusion Factors •
with Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted
Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 25. Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Diffusion Factors
_., with Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted
.. Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 25. Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Diffusion Factors
with Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted
Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 25. Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Diffusion Factors
with Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted
.... Inlet Flow (Concluded).
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Figure 26. Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Static Pressure
Rise Coefficient with Throttle Valve Setting, 100%
' Speed, Undistorted Inlet _low.
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Figure 26. -Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Static Pressure
.' Rise Coefficient with Throttle Valve Setting, 100%
Speed, Undistorted Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 26. Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Static Pressure
Rise Coefficient with Throttle Va].ve Setting, 100%
Speed, Undistorted Inlet Flow (Continued).
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Figure 26. Variation of Task I and Task II Rotor Static Pressure
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Figure 27. Variation o£ Task I and II Work Coefficients with \
Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted Inlet
Flow.
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Figure 27. Variation of Task I and II Work Coefficients with
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Figure 27. Variation of Task I and II Work Coefficients with
Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted Inlet
Flow (Continued).
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Figure 27. Variation of Task I and II Work Co_ _'ficients with
..: Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed l .distorted Inlet
:.... Flow (Continued).
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Figure 27. Variation of Task I and II Work Coefficients with
•_:. Throttle Val_e Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted Inlet '
::_ Flow (Continued).
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Figure 27. Variation of Task I and II Work Coefficients with
Throttle Valve Setting; 100% Speed, Undistorted Inlet
,ii i!.il.)" Flow (Concluded).
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Figure 33. Radial Profile of Stator Incidence Angles at 0_/0 _
IGV/Stator Schedule; 100% Speed, Near Design Con-
dition, Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figure 34. Radial Profile of Stator Deviation Angle at 0o/0 o IGV/
Stator Schedule; I00_ SPeed, Near Design Condition• Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figure 35. Radial Profile of Stator Diffusion Factor at
0°/0 ° IGV/Stator Schedule; 100N Speed, Near
.,.: Design Condition, Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figur_e__6.....Radial Profile of Stator Total Pressure Loss Coefficient
at 0°/0 ° IGV/Stator Schedule; 100% Speed, Near Design
Condition, Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figtlre 39. Variation of Stage Inlet Co:crected Weight Flow with Rotor Speed
and Vane Schedule at the CTL Condition° Undistorted Inlet Flow.
Figure 40. Variation of Stage Pressure Ratio with Rotor Speed and Vane
Schedule at the CTL Condition; Undistorted Inlet Flow.
Figure 41. Variation of Stage Stall Margin with Rotor Speed and Vane
Schedule at the CTL Condition, Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Fi&nlre 43. Variation of Stage Inlet Corrected Weight Flow with Rotor
, • Speed and Vane Schedule at the CTL Condition, Undistorted
.- ' Inlet Flow.
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Figure 44. Variation of Rotor Total Pressure Ratio with Rotor Speed and
Vane Schedule at the CTL Condition, Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figure 45. Variation of Rotor Stall Margin with Rotor Speed and Vane
Schedule at the CTL Condition, Undistorted Inlet Flow.
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Figure 49. Variation of IGV Total Pressure Los._ Coefficient with
Mach Number; Undistorted Inlet FTow (Continued).
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Figure 62. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters
with Throttle Valve Setting at 5% Immersion
from Tip; 100% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule
0°/0 ° , Undistorted Inlet Flow and Flow with -'"
Tip Radial Distortion (Concluded).
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Figure 63. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters
with Ttucotzle Valve Setting at 10% Immersion
from Tip; 100% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule
0°/0 °, Undistorted Inlet Flow and Flow with
Tip Radial Distortion.
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Figure 63. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters
with Throttle Valve Setting at 103 Immersion
from Tip; 100% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule
0°/0 ° Undistorted Inlet Flow and Flow withp
Tip Radial Distortion (Continued).
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Figure 63. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters
with Throttle Valve Setting at 10% Immersion
from Tip; 100% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule
0°/0 °, Undistorted Inlet Flow and Flow with
Tip Radial Distortion (Concluded).
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Figure 64. Comparison of Radial Profiles of Rotor Blade
Element Parameters Between Undistorted Inlet i
Flow and Flow with Tip Radial Distortion; 1
_r,_ 100% Speed, Near Stall, IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 64. Comparison of Radial Profiles of _otor Blade
i Element Parameters Between Undistorted Inlet
Flow and Flow with Tip Radial Distortion;
100% Speed, Near Stall, IGg/Stator Schedule
0_/0 ° (Coucluded).
Figure 65. Variation of Rotor Incidence Angle with Throttle
Valve Setting; 100% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule
0°/0 °, Undistorted Inlet Flow and Flow with Tip
: Radial Distortion.
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Figi_re 65. Varla_ion of Rotor Incidence Angle with Throttle
_"|""; Valve Setting, 100_ Speed, IGV./Stator Schedule
4 0°/0 °, Undistorted Inlet Flow and Flow with Tip
Radial Distortion (Concluded).
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.... Figure 67. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters with
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Figure 67. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters with
Throttle Valve Setting at 5% Immersion from Tip,
70% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule 400/8 °, Undistor-
ted Inlet Flow and Flow with Tip Radial Distor- ',
tion (Concluded).
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Figure 68. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters with
Throttle Valve Setting at 10% Immersion from Tip;
70% Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule 40°/8 ° , Undistor-
! : . ted Inlet Flow and Flow with Tip Radial Distor-
' tion.
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Figure 68. Variation of Rotor Blade Element Parameters with
' Throttle Valve Setting at 10% Immersion from Tip;
70W Speed, IGV/Stator Schedule 400/8 °, Undistor-
• " ted Inlet Flow and Flow with Tip Radial Distor-
.... ,. : tion (Concluded).
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Figure 71(b). Variation of Stage Adiabatic Efficiency with Rotor Speed
and Vane Schedule at the CTL Condition; Flow with the Tip
Radial Distortion.
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Figure 72. Variation of Stage Inlet Corrected Weight Flow with Rotor
Speed and Vane Schedule at the CTL Condition; Flow with
Tip Radial Distortion.
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Figure 73. Variation of Stage Total Pressure Ratio with Rotor Speed and
Vane Schedule at the CTL Condition; Flow with Tip Radial Dis-
tortion.
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Figure 75. Variation with Rotor Speed and Vane
Schedule of Differences in CTL Adiabatic
Efficiency and CTL Stall Margin with
Undistorted Inlet Flow and Distorted
Inlet Flow.
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Figure 77. Distortion Parameter at the Four Axial
..... _easurement Planes for Undistorted and
. . .
.... Radially Distorted Inlet Flows.
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Fi_lu_-__7_S____Stage Performance Map with Circumferential Inlet Distortion
for IGV/Stator Schedule of 0°/0 °.
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Figure 81(a). Variation o£ Stage Peak Adiabatic Efficiency
with Rotor Speed and Vane Schedule; Flow with
Circumferential Inlet Distortion.
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Figure 81(b). Variation of Stage Adiabatic Efficiency with Rotor Speed
and Vane Schedule at the CTL Condition; Flow with Circum-
ferential inlet Distortion.
Figure 82. Variation of Stage Inlet Corrected Weight Flow at the CTL with
Rotor Speed and Vane Schedule; Flow with Circumferential Inlet
Distortion.
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Figu_te__c_. Variation of Stage Stall Margin at the CTL Condition with
Rotor Speed and Vane Schedule; Flow with Circumferential
Inlet Distortion.
